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ABSTRACT

Megacities around the world face air quality problems due to exhaust emissions
from large vehicle fleets. Chemical reactions involving volatile organic compounds
(VOC) from automobile exhaust are known to produce ground level ozone which poses a
threat to human health and plant life. Additionally, some of these organic compounds are
known carcinogens. While the dangers of VOC are well known, their production from in
use vehicles and aircraft are relatively poorly understood. This dissertation will describe
how a Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTR-MS) was altered to make the
first on-road, speciated VOC measurements of its kind and how the response of the
instrument in such a complex sample matrix was interpreted. The developed
experimental technique was then used to observe aircraft exhaust plumes from in-use
commercial aircraft, and to further characterize aircraft exhaust in a ground based
experiment. PTR-MS was an appropriate technique for these measurements due to its
ability to perform rapid, quantitative measurements. A commercial PTR-MS instrument
was modified to operate in a mobile laboratory with capabilities of sampling and
analyzing intercepted air in real-time. Automobile and aircraft exhaust are both complex
mixtures of VOC which produce complicated ion responses in the PTR-MS. Accurate
quantification of a number of important VOC is demonstrated through a series of
thorough intercomparison studies to other measurement techniques such as Gas
Chromotography Flame Ionization Detection (GC-FID), Solid Phase Microextraction
(SPME) Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GCMS) and Differential Optical
Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS). A calibration method was developed to increase
quantification accuracy for some important compounds observed in exhaust in this study.
The interpretation of the PTR-MS response to each exhaust type is now well understood.
Once the PTR-MS response was validated by comparison to other techniques, the results
from the measurement campaigns provided the basis of several papers extending the
understanding of exhaust compositions. Among these results, emission inventories of
several compounds were determined for various classes of vehicles and for aircraft.
These emission inventories can be used in models to predict the impact of these
emissions on local air quality. Additional results from these studies are also presented in
this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 1

VOC ROLE IN TROPOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
Megacity Air Pollution
Most research being conducted in the field of tropospheric air pollution
involves learning about the sources, chemistry, and human effects of ozone,
particulate matter and air toxics. Historical references have shown that large
urban areas are capable of producing very high levels of pollutants that are
detrimental to the health of its citizens. One of the first such cases occurred in
17th century London. During this time, nearly half of all children born in London
would die before they reached the age of two. In nearby villages the survival rate
was much higher, with half of all children born expected to live 40 years. People
of this time blamed it on the smoke from the high-sulfur coal that was the primary
energy source. (1)
A dramatic episode in London during the winter of 1952 revealed some of
the chemistry associated with this theory. During the winter, meteorological
conditions held a dense fog over the city for five days as SO2 and particulate
concentrations (smoke) increased dramatically. (2) In excess of 4,000 deaths
were blamed on lung damage caused by the increased particulate matter, which
scientists believe was enhanced by the presence of SO2, which made both fog
and smoke particles morbidly acidic. This combination of smoke and fog led to
the now commonly used term of ‘smog’. (3)
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Near the same time, scientists identified a much different type of
tropospheric air pollution in Los Angeles. The Los Angeles ‘smog’ would occur
on hot summer days, causing eye irritation and crop damage. (4) By 1956,
researchers had identified that reactions between organic compounds and NOx
(NOx = NO + NO2) in the presence of sunlight would produce ozone as well as
other products (Eq. 1-1). (5-10) Ozone, which is a strong oxidant that can
damage lung tissue, was determined to be a major component of the smog.
organics + NOx + sunlight

O3 + other products

(1-1)

Today it is known that nearly all anthropogenic tropospheric ozone is
created by the photodissociation of NO2 to produce oxygen radicals that react
with oxygen. (11-13)
NO2 + hv
O + O2

NO + O
O3

(1-2)
(1-3)

Combustion sources contribute only a small portion of NO2 as primary
emissions. (14) The majority of tropospheric NO2 results from the oxidation of
NO, which is a major byproduct of combustion. The conversion of NO to NO2
occurs as a byproduct of the oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOC)
shown in figure 1-1. (15) The formation of ozone in polluted airsheds is therefore
dependant on the concentrations of VOC and NO, which are both major
combustion products, as well as sunlight.
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Figure 1-1: Role of organic compounds in the conversion of NO to NO2. Figure
taken from Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts. (15)

Most megacities today face air quality problems similar to those observed
in Los Angeles in the 1950s. Emissions of SO2 have been widely reduced by
decreasing the sulfur content in fuels, thereby reducing the number of events
such as those seen in London in 1952. Nations that are technologically
advanced have been effective in reducing emissions of VOC and nitrogen oxides
from industrial and automotive sources by using exhaust treatment technologies.
Unfortunately, many megacities are found in developing countries that are
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advanced enough to have large automotive fleets and industries, but do not have
the resources to support the expenses associated with exhaust treatment
systems. Many of these developing countries have created environmental
agencies to form laws and regulations to address environmental issues, but for
the most part, these agencies lack the resources, technology and trained
personnel to be effective. (11)
Mexico City, located in the developing country of Mexico, has seen some
of the worst air pollution in the world over the last 30 years. The Mexico City
Metropolitan Area (MCMA) is second only to Tokyo in population, according to
2000 census data. (16) The nearly 20 million residents operate 3.5 million
vehicles, and the MCMA is home to 35,000 industries that emit large amounts of
pollutants. The city is ringed with large mountains that create frequent thermal
inversions, concentrating these pollutants. In addition, the MCMA sits at neartropical latitude and an altitude of 7300 feet, which provides ample UV radiation
to drive photochemical reactions. All these factors contribute to the MCMA
suffering from some of the highest particulate matter and ozone concentrations
measured worldwide. Air toxics such as formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and
benzene are also found at high concentrations, although the risks associated
with these potential carcinogens are much smaller than the respiratory effects
caused by the particulate matter and ozone. (11)
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MCMA 2003 Field Campaign
The MCMA 2003 field campaign was organized by Noble Laureate Mario
Molina and included leading atmospheric researchers from the United States,
Europe, and Mexico. The five week campaign was designed to provide a
scientific basis for determining which emission control strategies would be most
effective at reducing the concentrations of harmful pollutants within the MCMA
and to contribute to the understanding of air quality issues in other megacities.
Most of the work being done involved monitoring pollutants at various locations
throughout the MCMA and trying to create models that would accurately describe
the chemistry occurring in the valley. The Aerodyne Research Inc. (ARI) mobile
laboratory, capable of a wide range of on-road measurements, was also
deployed. (17) The Montana State University research group’s role in the
campaign was to make and interpret fast, quantitative VOC emission
measurements onboard this mobile laboratory.
The campaign included two major tasks for the mobile laboratory. The lab
was to be parked, acquiring continuous measurements, at three different
locations throughout the MCMA for two days per location. The goal of these
fixed site experiments were to identify diurnal cycles for VOC at the various sites
to support meteorological models of pollutant transport in the MCMA basin and
identify the most important ozone precursor species. The second task was to
attempt to characterize emissions from automobiles on-road by following closely
behind an individual vehicle for several minutes (referred to as ‘chasing’), while
taking continuous measurements. The goal of these on-road experiments was to
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provide more reliable real world emission factors to support emission inventories
for the MCMA. Mobile laboratories discussed in literature are typically operated
only while stationary, with the mobile part of their name referring to the fact that
the lab can be taken to the sample rather than bringing a sample to the lab. The
ARI mobile lab is very different in nature since the instruments deployed on it are
capable of operating while the van is in motion. The sampling rate of the
instruments onboard the ARI mobile lab are sufficient to distinguish local traffic
emissions from typical VOC emissions within a city.

VOC in Auto Exhaust: Literature Review
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) developed the first largescale sampling of vehicle exhaust when they created the Federal Test Procedure
(FTP) for certifying compliance of new automobiles according to the Clean Air
Act. The FTP calls for the automobile to be tested on a treadmill-like device
called a chassis dynamometer. The vehicle is then driven for 30 minutes at a
range of speeds that was developed to simulate a combination of highway and
city driving. During the drive cycle, three separate exhaust samples are collected
and sent to a lab to be analyzed for total hydrocarbons (HC), CO, NOx, and CO2.
Many researchers have used dynamometers to make various measurements on
exhaust, (18-20) including several that have analyzed speciated VOC rather than
total HC. (21-24)
Dynamometer studies offered a well controlled analysis environment
although poor repeatability is still observed for the same automobile under
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identical conditions. (25) Some possible factors that cause experimental
variability have to do with the operation of the combustion engine itself. Some
automobiles experience intermittent emission control failures such as fuel
delivery and computer controlled engine operations that are working improperly,
or a partially degraded catalytic converter that is very sensitive to engine loads
and temperatures. Rapid changes in engine load cause short ‘puffs’ of higher
concentrations of VOC which are not consistent from trial to trial. (26, 27) Other
automobile accessories such as air conditioners and heaters will affect the
engine load as well. An automobile that has been turned off for several minutes
can emit large concentrations of HC the first few minutes after it is restarted.
Emissions during this “cold start” period are highly dependent on the temperature
at which the car is started. The oxygen sensors that computer controlled engines
rely on perform better at high temperatures, therefore the engine typically
operates under poor oxygen/fuel ratios the first few minutes it is started. This,
combined with the fact that the platinum catalyst within the catalytic converter is
also ineffective at low temperatures, create the observed high emissions under
cold start conditions. Ambient temperature also affects the evaporative
emissions of the fuel. Automobile exhaust composition is dependent on fuel
composition, therefore the automobile needs to have identical fuel for each trial.
Bishop reported same car variability as large as a factor of 7 in a chassis
dynamometer study under carefully controlled conditions. (28)
Another weakness of dynamometer studies is concern about how well
they represent “real world” emissions. Working in a laboratory limits the
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environmental conditions under which the automobiles are analyzed. These
studies are also typically done on a limited number of automobiles and may not
include enough of the older, higher-emitting automobiles to effectively
characterize actual fleet averaged emissions observed in cities.
Some of the first studies attempting to measure automobile exhaust
emissions from on-road vehicles were done by sampling air in roadway tunnels.
(29-34) An ideal tunnel for this type of study provides consistent airflows of fresh
air entering, the collection of the emissions from automobiles operated under
real-world conditions, and the exiting of a polluted air mass. Contribution from
the vehicle fleet was determined by looking at the difference in concentration of
species entering and exiting the tunnel. One weakness of these techniques was
that they have difficulty determining average emission factors for vehicle classes
since they cannot differentiate the contributions made by the various classes of
automobiles traveling through the tunnel. Another weakness is that many of the
tunnels used are located on interstates where heavy-duty vehicles are found in
higher frequency and poor running automobiles are found in lower frequencies
than their true fleet fractions. These studies are also limited to engine states that
are dictated by the road conditions within the tunnel (often uphill or downhill).
Bishop et al. introduced the first fixed site study of on-road emissions of
individual automobiles. (29) They measured absorbance of infrared light as
automobiles drove past, identifying HC, CO and CO2. They also identified each
vehicle’s age, type and mileage from their license plates using registration
records. Similar work has been done by many researchers, (35-41) although
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speciation of HC has not been accomplished. The strength of fixed site
measurements is the large number of measurements of in-use vehicles that can
be acquired. The weaknesses of the technique are: limited driving states
analyzed and the measurements themselves have large errors due to very short
measurement times. Data is typically acquired at off ramps of highways to
eliminate contributions from cold start engines and, as a result, the automobiles
were typically decelerating.
The first on-road measurements that examined varying driving states were
performed by Cadle et al. (42) using Portable Emission Measurement Systems
(PEMS). The PEMS was installed directly onto the automobile to be measured
and collects total HC data as the automobile is driven under normal use. The
weakness of this technique is the limited number of vehicles that can be
analyzed.
The ARI mobile lab was designed to provide improved in-situ automobile
exhaust measurements compared to existing techniques. By chasing
automobiles, measurements can be made at many different engine states which
only dynamometer studies had provided previously. Sampling time is increased
for each individual automobile, improving on measurement accuracy over fixed
site measurements. More vehicles can be sampled when compared to
dynamometer or PEMS studies, and those sampled represent a random
representation of the current on-road fleet.
Speciated VOC measurements are most commonly made by Gas
Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GCMS) after preconcentration by solid-
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phase extraction, solid-phase microextraction (SPME), sorbent trapping or
cryogenic trapping. (43-51) While these techniques are widely accepted and
provide sensitive measurements, typical response times larger than 20 minutes
are much too slow for on-road measurements. Sipin et al. (52) suggests that
Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CIMS) instrumentation is an emerging
technique for speciated VOC measurements. While several CIMS systems have
been developed, only Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS)
had been field tested as of 2003. PTR-MS is capable of providing the very fast
response times (seconds or less) required for the study of rapidly changing onroad air masses.
The Grimsrud/Knighton research group has had experience with PTR-MS
in the past. VOC analysis of artificial strawberry flavoring in human breath after
swallowing yogurt samples required a fast time response similar to the on-road
requirements. (53) Speciated VOC measurements of emissions produced by a
fungus (54) is similar to the slow time response sampling at fixed sites. This
dissertation will discuss the modifications made to a PTR-MS instrument in order
to allow it to function in the extreme environment of on-road sampling. Accurate
on-road measurements of several HC compounds were accomplished at a time
response of less than two seconds. These results lead to several important
findings; fleet averaged emission factors derived from these measurements
indicate that annual emissions of air toxics benzene and acetaldehyde may be
greater than previously reported, on-road benzene/toluene ratios were observed
to be higher in on-road emissions than in off-road sampling of aged urban air
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which is the opposite of that predicted by photochemistry, and a point source
emitter of a VOC was located and the resulting emission plume was quickly
mapped.

Aircraft Emission Studies

Successful integration of the PTR-MS into the ARI mobile laboratory
demonstrated the capability of this technique to make accurate, high time
resolution measurements. This success provided the opportunity and funding to
examine aircraft emissions in two separate field studies. The first was a study to
determine if it was possible to determine emission indices from in-use aircraft
engine exhaust by sampling advected plumes. The second experiment was to
determine quantitative speciated VOC emissions from a stationary aircraft engine
operated at various engine powers and fuel types. These experiments provided
a more controlled environment under which the PTR-MS response to the wide
array of components of aircraft engine exhaust could be examined.
Aircraft engine emissions are expected to produce only a minor fraction of
the total transportation sector burden on global air quality since fuel consumed by
the airline industry is a small fraction of total fuel consumption. However, the
impact of commercial aircraft operations on local and regional air quality is
coming under increasing scrutiny. Detailed information on the concentrations
and chemical speciation of aircraft generated pollutants is needed to accurately
assess their effect on human health. Commercial aircraft engines are emission
certified to meet standards set by the International Civil Aviation Organization
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(ICAO), although this process only documents the levels of CO, NOx, total HC
and smoke number in engine exhaust. The certification process fails to
adequately address the air toxic component of the HC emissions and smoke
number is a poor indicator of fine particulate emissions. Both the fine particle
emissions and the air toxic component of the HC emissions are of particular
importance in relationship to human health.
Incomplete combustion of fuel in aircraft gas turbine engines results in the
emission of unburned, cracked and partially oxidized HC products, and fine
particles comprised of solid carbonaceous material, non-volatile compounds as
well as contributions from volatile organics that condense as the exhaust cools.
(55-58) The emission indices, grams of pollutant per kg of fuel burned, for the
HC emission components are highly power dependent (56-59) and may also
depend on fuel composition. (59) At an airport, most aircraft emissions arise
from idling (at the gate and awaiting take-off), taxiing, taking-off and landing.
Total HC emissions from gas turbine engines are the highest at low engine
power settings (idle) even compared to takeoff conditions which has the highest
fuel consumption. (58) This is concerning since aircraft spend the bulk of their
time at airports operating under low engine power conditions.
A limited number of studies have addressed the chemical speciation of the
HC emissions at relevant airport operating conditions. (58, 59) One of these
studies has raised concern because it suggests that at engine idle the air toxics
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein, 1,3-butadiene and benzene comprise
about 26% of the total non-methane HC emissions. (58)
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Chapter 5 of this dissertation presents a study demonstrating the ability of
PTR-MS to detect and quantify hydrocarbon emissions in advected aircraft
plumes from in-use commercial aircraft. Strict airport safety restrictions prevent
close access to aircraft during operation. As a result, highly diluted plumes were
sampled as wind transported them off airport property. Air toxics acetaldehyde
and benzene were both monitored in this study, among other HC compounds.
Chapter 6 presents the analysis of HC emissions from an aircraft gas turbine
engine using PTR-MS under well defined operating conditions. This experiment
shows that ambient temperature is a much larger factor in determining HC
emissions than fuel composition or engine operating conditions.
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The majority of the work presented was performed by myself, such as
most data collection, construction of the custom inlet system, determination of
fragment patterns within the PTR-MS, the comparison study to SPME-GCMS, an
urban plume mapping experiment, the development of an analysis method for
individual chase experiments, and most importantly, mass assignment
determinations and validation of quantification accuracy. Interpreting the ion
signal response in each exhaust type proved to be a challenging endeavor
requiring qualitative information from supporting measurement techniques and a
thorough understanding of the instrumental response to each compound present
in order to determine which ion signals were meaningful and which were not. I
also developed a calibration technique to improve quantitative accuracy for VOC
we considered to be the most common and important in exhaust emissions.
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CHAPTER 2

INSTRUMENTAL OPERATION
Introduction
Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometry
Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) was developed
by Werner Lindinger’s research group in Innsbruck, Austria in the early to mid90’s and the technique has emerged as an important tool for making real time
VOC measurements. (60) Figure 2-1 shows a schematic of a PTR-MS
instrument, which consists of an ion source, a drift tube, a quadrupole mass
analyzer and an ion detector.
A hollow cathode discharge is operated in an environment that is primarily
water vapor. This discharge produces several ions, such as H2O+ and fragment
ions O+, H+, H2+ and OH+. (61) These ions are extracted from the hollow cathode
source into a short “source drift” region where the ions make frequent collisions
with the excess water vapor from the ion source and are converted to the
thermodynamically more stable hydronium ion, H3O+. The ions extracted from
the source drift region are primarily hydronium ions (99% purity) with the
remaining impurity ions primarily formed by back diffusion of oxygen from the drift
tube into the ion source, creating O2+ ions. (62)
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Figure 2-1: Schematic of a PTR-MS instrument. HC is the hollow cathode and
SD is the source drift region.
The reagent H3O+ ions are injected into a drift tube through which the air
sample to be analyzed is continuously passed. Chemical ionization via proton
transfer reaction occurs when a hydronium ion collides with a neutral (M) with a
greater proton affinity than water.
H3O+ + M

MH+ + H2O

(2-1)

Table 2-1 shows the proton affinities of the most abundant species in air, as well
as several VOC. With exothermic reactions, proton transfer occurs on every
collision, while compounds with a lower proton affinity than water are not ionized.
Hydronium ions are an ideal reagent ion for VOC ionization since the proton
affinity of water is higher than that for the most abundant components in air (N2,
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Table 2-1: Proton affinities for compounds of interest in this study.
a
From NIST Chemistry Webbook. (63)
Compound
PAa (kcal/mol) Compound
PAa (kcal/mol)
NH3
204
Benzene
179
MTBE
201
Formaldehyde
170
Benzaldehyde
199
Water
165
Acetone
195
Ethene
163
Acrolein
191
Ethane
143
p-xylene
190
Methane
130
Toluene
187
CO2
129
Acetaldehyde
184
N2
118
Methanol
180
O2
101
Propene
180
Ar
88

O2, Ar, CO2), but lower than the proton affinities of most non-alkane organic
species. The small alkanes have proton affinities less than that of water and are
therefore not detected. While formaldehyde has a proton affinity greater than
water, poor sensitivity is observed due to significant reverse proton transfer
reaction between protonated formaldehyde and water molecules. (61)
The hydronium and product ions are pulled through the drift tube by a
uniform electric field of 120-140 Td (1 Townsend = 10-17 cm2V-1s-1). The strength
of this electric field is sufficient to keep hydration to a minimum, yet weak enough
to minimize fragmentation of the product ions following collisions with neutrals.
At a typical drift tube pressure of 2 mbar the first hydrate of the hydronium ion,
H3O+H2O, makes up approximately 10% of the H3O+ signal. The first hydrate of
the hydronium ion acts as a separate reagent ion with analytes of proton affinities
greater than 200 kcal, or by the following switching reaction with polar
compounds. (64)
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H3O+H2O + R
R H3O+ + M

R H3O+ + H2O

(2-2)

RH+ + H2O + M

(2-3)

The remaining reagent ions and the products formed by reactions within the drift
tube enter the detection region through a 1-mm aperture. These ions are then
mass separated by a quadrupole mass spectrometer and detected using a
secondary electron multiplier operated in ion counting mode.

Quantification of Analytes
Concentrations of analytes can be determined directly from the measured ion
signals using equation 2-4, which was derived from simple reaction kinetics by Lindinger
et al. (60).

VMRR =

(I

I RH +
H 3O +

)

k c ( H O + ) t H O + + I H O + H O k c ( H O + H O ) t H O + H O N tot
3

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

(2-4)

VMRR is the volumetric mixing ratio of analyte R, typically reported in ppbv. IX is
the intensity in counts per second for the analyte or reagent ions after being
corrected for transmission bias of the quadrupole mass spectrometer. The
reaction rate constant, kc, for the proton transfer reaction between the analyte
and the specified reagent ion as reported in the literature or estimated by the
parameterized methods of Su and Chesnavich. (65) Ntot is the total number
density (molecules/mL) in the drift tube, calculated from drift tube pressure and
temperature assuming ideal behavior. The reaction time is defined by the drift
time for the corresponding reagent ions and is included as tH3O+ and tH3O+H2O in
Equation 2-4. The drift time for H3O+ and H3O+(H2O) was determined by pulsing
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the first ring of the drift tube with +30 V to momentarily prevent the passage of
the positive reagent ions. The time required for the ions to reach the detector
from the first ring was measured from the end of the +30 V pulse. The
experiment was repeated by pulsing the final ring of the drift tube to determine
the flight time of the reagent ions in the detector region. The difference between
the flight times is equal to the drift times of the reagent ions H3O+ and H3O+(H2O)
in the drift tube, which were determined to be 106 µs and 111 µs, respectively.
The accuracy of the concentrations derived using equation 2.4 depends
on the validity of the value of the reaction rate constants used, and also on how
well the measured reagent ion intensities reflect their actual ion distributions
within the drift tube. A fundamental concern in all high-pressure mass
spectrometry methods is that the ion intensity ratios are not altered during their
passage from the high-pressure drift gas to the low-pressure mass spectrometer.
Within the PTR-MS some declustering occurs in the expansion region between
the drift tube and the mass spectrometer. As a result, the IH3O+ signal measured
by the mass spectrometer is no longer an accurate measure of the real H3O+
number density in the drift tube. (66) This result has less effect on the
oxygenated VOC since they react effectively at the same rate with both H3O+ and
H3O+(H2O). Some of the aromatic hydrocarbons react only with H3O+ and these
measurements are compromised by the extent to which the IH3O+ signal has been
altered within the expansion region.
Better quantitative accuracy can be achieved by the use of calibration
standards. In this study, calibrated responses were determined through dynamic
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dilution of a certified high pressure gas mixture (Apel-Reimer) with air passed
over a heated platinum catalyst to provide VOC-free air. Calibration factors were
related to the volumetric mixing ratio as shown in Equation 2-2 where IRH+, IH3O+
and IH3O+(H2O) represent the respective product and reagent ion intensities, T is
the drift tube temperature, P is the drift tube pressure, SR is the overall sensitivity
factor and XR compensates for reaction efficiency of the H3O+(H2O) reagent ion.

1
VMRR =
SR

T2
P2

I RH +
I H O+ + X R • I H O+ ( H O )
3

3

(2-5)

2

The sensitivity factors, SR, are derived from the slopes of 4-point dilution
curves obtained by plotting

I RH +

I H O+ + X R • I H O+ (H
3

3

versus VMRR
2O )

P2
. The XR
T2

terms, which account for the difference in the reactivity between H3O+ and
H3O+(H2O) were determined separately at the conclusion of the campaign by
empirically selecting a value of XR that minimized the dependence of SR to
changes in humidity.
Compounds included in the certified calibration mixture of importance to
this study were methanol, acetaldehyde, acetone, benzene, toluene, p-xylene
(for the C2-benzenes) and 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene (for the C3-benzenes).
Calibrations factors were typically determined daily during measurement
campaigns, spanning concentrations from approximately 5 ppbv to 45 ppbv for
each compound. Figure 2-2 shows example calibration curves for benzene and
acetaldehyde to demonstrate the linear response over this range.
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0.0014
Benzene
Acetaldehyde

IRH+/(IH3O++XRIH3O+H2O)

0.0012
0.001

Sacetaldehyde = 0.695
0.0008
0.0006
Sbenzene = 0.515
0.0004
0.0002
0
0

0.0005

0.001
VMRR(P2/T2)

0.0015

0.002

Figure 2-2: Example calibration curves for benzene and acetaldehyde.
Calibrations factors (SR) are determined from the slope of the least squares
regression line.

Table 2-2 provides an intercomparison of the concentrations determined
by calibration with those calculated from reaction kinetics for dilutions of the
calibration standard mixture. Values reported represent the ratio of calculated
concentrations from simple reaction kinetics relative to concentrations
determined using calibration response factors.
Benzene was observed to be underestimated by 35% when quantified by
reaction kinetics. Benzene is the only compound that does not react with
H3O+(H2O) (67, 68) suggesting that a portion of this error may arise from
uncertainty in the H3O+ and H3O+(H2O) distribution caused by collision induced
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dissociation reactions occurring as the ions exit the drift tube. (66, 69) Similar
errors are expected in

Table 2-2: Ratio of calculated to measured concentrations for the components
present in the calibration gas standard.
Compound
Ratio
Methanol
0.81 ± 0.04
Acetaldehyde
0.92 ± 0.04
Acetone
1.08 ± 0.05
Isoprene
0.78 ± 0.06
Methacrolein
0.83 ± 0.06
Benzene
0.65 ± 0.02
Toluene
0.84 ± 0.03
p-Xylene
0.87 ± 0.03
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene
0.77 ± 0.03
-pinene
0.80 ± 0.03

the quantification of non-polar species with similar proton affinities to benzene,
and therefore do not react with H3O+(H2O). (63) In this study, propene and sum
of the butene isomers are non-polar species that have similar proton affinities as
benzene.
All other species shown in Table 2-2 were considered to be in good
agreement with variations of ±25% or less. All concentrations reported in this
study for species not included in the calibration mixture are considered to be
accurate within ±40%.
The strength of PTR-MS is to make rapid sensitive quantitative
measurements. The ability to make very fast measurements is critical in this
work in order to differentiate emissions from individual vehicles on-road from
other point sources within the city or typical background concentrations. This
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chapter will discuss the instrumental modifications required for operating the
PTR-MS on the ARI mobile laboratory with the required high time response
capabilities. Details of the other instrumentation available in the mobile lab will
also be discussed. PTR-MS is a poor qualitative tool because observed ion
masses are not unique to each compound, making it a poor indicator of
molecular identity. Qualitative knowledge of the sample matrix is required to
correctly interpret the ion signal response of the PTR-MS. In this study,
qualitative knowledge of automobile and aircraft exhaust is determined by other
measurement techniques in intercomparison studies with PTR-MS.

Experimental Description

Aerodyne Research Inc. Mobile Laboratory
The PTR-MS was deployed on-board the ARI mobile laboratory that
housed a combination of commercial and research grade instrumentation with
sufficient time response and sensitivity to characterize the particle and gas phase
composition of dilute exhaust plumes. A schematic layout of the ARI mobile
laboratory is pictured in figure 2-3, showing the wide range of measurements
available.
The air sample entered through a common inlet that protruded through the
bulkhead of the van, directly above the driver. A total flow of 20 standard liters
per minute was isokinetically split to provide flows to the particle and gas phase
instruments. Approximately every 20 minutes the sample line was flooded with
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Figure 2-3: Schematic of the ARI mobile laboratory instrument layout for the
2003 MCMA measurement campaign.

“zero” air to provide instrument zeroes and serve as a recognizable event to time
synchronize all of the instruments. All instruments received power from an onboard generator after filtering through uninterruptible power supplies. Data from
the video camera, anemometer and GPS was available to aid in identifying the
source of the sample being analyzed. Measurements discussed in this
dissertation include those made by the PTR-MS for speciated VOC
measurements, a Tunable Infrared Laser Differential Absorption Spectroscopy
(TILDAS) instrument for the measurement of formaldehyde, and a commercial
Licor instrument for CO2 measurements.
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The TILDAS instrument, operated by Aerodyne researchers, has been
described in detail in the literature and only a brief overview is presented here.
(70) Infrared light from a tunable diode laser is directed through a multipass
sample cell and imaged onto a detector. Resulting transmission spectra were
summed for one second with limits of detection of about one ppbv for
formaldehyde. The commercial Licor 6262 instrument for determining CO2
concentration is based on a non-dispersive infrared absorption measurement
with a one second time response. Aerodyne researchers monitored the
performance of the Licor instrument.

Basic PTR-MS Instrumental Modifications
While PTR-MS is an ideal instrument for on-road VOC measurements,
there were major obstacles to overcome to make the instrument operational in
the extreme environment of a moving van. Among the most prominent concerns
was how the instrument would perform when the van was driven on rough roads
or when it hit potholes. It was uncertain how the turbomolecular pumps would
perform during and after these high-impact motions. In order to reduce the
impact experienced by the equipment, the instrument rack and drift tube mass
spectrometer assembly were individually shock mounted using a combination of
rubber bushings and coil spring technologies. The original turbomolecular
pumps installed on the PTR-MS were manufactured by Pfeiffer Vacuum, Inc. and
employ magnetic top bearings, which reduces frictional drag and provides
increased operating lifetime in a laboratory setting. Unfortunately these pumps
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lack the durability needed to handle the abuse of on-road operation. Colleagues
at ARI indicated that turbomolecular pumps with magnetic bearings failed in onroad situations in their mobile laboratory in the past. In addition to shock
mounting the instrument, the largest turbomolecular pump was adjusted to a
vertical orientation using a 90° elbow following suggestions that turbo pumps can
better tolerate impact shock when mounted in this fashion. Despite these
measures, the original Pfeiffer turbo pump malfunctioned on the first drive and
was replaced with a fixed bearing 250 L/s turbo pump manufactured by Varian,
Inc., which performed adequately for the duration of the study.
Another concern was the high temperatures expected in the van from a
combination of high ambient temperatures in Mexico City and the electronic heat
produced by the instruments. To prevent the smaller turbo pump from
overheating it was operated at a reduced rotational speed and the sample flow
into the drift tube was decreased to reduce the gas load on the pump. This
resulted in a drift tube pressure of 1.9 mbar.

Inlet System
The PTR-MS instrument was equipped with a sample inlet flow controller
that delivered a constant mass flow of sample to the drift tube when it was
originally purchased. This inlet system was found to be unsatisfactory for high
time response experiments. Exponential dilution within the flow controller plus
low flow rates through the sample lines leads to long sample inlet residence
times. This was previously observed by our group when performing breath-by-
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breath analysis in an aroma release study. (53) In that study, the original flow
controller was replaced with a short length of 1/16” OD Teflon tubing that was
crimped with a caliper to create a critical orifice. The caliper was adjusted to
obtain a flow rate that provided a constant drift tube pressure of 2.0 mbar. While
this inlet system performed well in the breath analysis study, a more versatile and
robust inlet system with a pressure-controlled design was built and is shown in
Figure 2-4. The inlet system was constructed from small diameter (1/8 and 1/16
inch OD) PFA Teflon tubing and fittings. A stainless steel fine metering valve
provided the critical pressure drop between the pressure controller and the main
sample inlet line. This fine metering valve controlled the bulk flow through the
inlet system and allowed for variable flows that range from 30 to 500 sccm. The
pressure controller maintained a constant 480 mbar pressure behind the
metering valve. A short piece (10 inch) of 1/16 inch OD PFA tubing with an ID of
0.010 inch provided the necessary pressure drop between the pressurecontrolled inlet line and the PTR-MS and allowed approximately 15 sccm of the
sample air stream to enter the drift tube. The total flow through the inlet under
typical sampling was approximately 400 sccm and provided the needed time
response to make the measurements in this study.
The inlet flow is controlled by two computer operated 3-way solenoid
valves. Sample air followed flow path A when being analyzed. The solenoid
valves were periodically switched to flow path B to pass the sampled air through
a heated platinum catalyst (Shimadzu, heated to 400° C) to provide VOC-free air
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Figure 2-4: High time response pressure-controlled inlet system used in this
study. Flow path A is used for normal sample introduction, flow path B is used to
deliver VOC-free air from the platinum catalyst and flow paths B and C are used
for dynamic dilution of the calibration standard.

to the PTR-MS for evaluating the instrumental background. Flow path C was
used for calibrating the instrument and will be discussed in the quantification
section later in this chapter.
Residence time in the new inlet system is low due to the large sample flow
rate through the system, the decreased pressure of the entire inlet system, and
the smaller internal volume of the Teflon tubing used. The linear velocity of a
400 sccm flow through the inlet system suggests a residence time of
approximately 0.2 seconds. Time resolution of PTR-MS measurements is now
ultimately limited by the sample residence time in the drift tube. A mass flow rate
into the drift tube of approximately 15 sccm corresponds to a flow of 145 mL/s at
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a drift pressure of 1.9 mbar and temperature of 300 K. The cross sectional area
of the drift tube is 19.7 cm2 (5 cm diameter) making the linear velocity 7.4 cm/s
through the drift tube. The drift tube length of 10 cm suggests a residence time
of 1.4 seconds assuming laminar flow. Measurement times faster than 1.4
seconds can not be achieved unless alterations are made to decrease the
volume within the drift tube or pumping capacity is added to allow larger sample
flow rates.

Mass Spectrometer Programming
PTR-MS instruments are typically operated in a multiple ion detection
(MID) mode for monitoring up to 64 masses with dwell times ranging from 1 to 10
seconds per mass. The time required to complete a measurement cycle is
typically 1 to 10 minutes. (54, 71-76) Achieving cycle times of less than two
seconds requires a limited number of masses being monitored with dramatically
reduced dwell times of 0.1 seconds. Reducing dwell times decreases the
sensitivity of each species due to decreased counting statistics. Drift tube
temperature and pressure used for quantification were also measured every
cycle.
To determine which masses to include in the on-road MID the PTR-MS
was operated in a very fast (20 µs dwell time) scanning mode over the entire
mass range while driving in traffic. The most active masses observed agreed
with expectations based on speciated hydrocarbon distributions in automobile
exhaust reported by Schauer et al. (77). The MID was programmed to monitor
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12 masses at 0.1 second per mass plus the drift tube pressure and temperature,
resulting in a cycle time of just less than two seconds. The ions monitored
included the reagent ions H3O+ (mass 21, 18O isotope) and H3O+(H2O) (mass 39,
18

O isotope) and the following sample ions: mass 33 – methanol, mass 45 –

acetaldehyde, mass 57 – sum of MTBE and butene isomers, mass 59 – acetone,
mass 61 – ethyl acetate fragment and acetic acid, mass 79 – benzene, mass 89
– ethyl acetate, mass 93 – toluene, mass 107 – C2-benzenes (sum of xylene
isomers, ethylbenzene, and benzaldehyde), and mass 121 – C3-benzenes (sum
of C9H12 isomers and C8H8O isomers). The ion measurements at mass 61 and
mass 89 were monitored primarily as part of an urban plume mapping study that
will be discussed in chapter 4. (78, 79) Ambient air was sampled for 600
measurement cycles followed by 60 cycles of instrumental background
measurements determined by diversion of the sample flow through the heated
platinum catalyst to supply a VOC free gas stream. The instrumental
background was non-zero in most cases and the reported concentrations reflect
the difference between the ambient and instrument background signals.
Fixed site measurements did not require fast time response since ambient
concentrations do not change quickly. For this reason, more ions were
monitored at fixed sites and sensitivity was improved by longer dwell times per
mass. With MID methods limited to 64 data channels, a fixed site method was
created that included the reagent ions, a few other diagnostic ions, drift tube
pressure and temperature, and 56 odd mass ions ranging from 33 to 145. The
primary source of even massed ions are nitrogen containing compounds, which
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are found in low concentrations in the urban atmosphere and are not considered
important pollutants. Dwell times for each mass were one second, resulting in a
cycle time slightly over one minute and limits of detection approximately three
times better than for on-road measurements. Ambient air was sampled for 60
cycles followed by 10 cycles of instrumental background measurements
determined by diversion of the sample flow through the heated platinum catalyst.
This MID was used at each fixed site location within the MCMA and also each
night while the van was parked at the Centro Nacional de Investigacion y
Capicitacion Ambiental (CENICA) supersite on the campus of Universidad
Autonoma Metropolitana (UAM).

Summary of Instrumentation Operation

The new inlet system built for high time response measurements has a
predicted sample residence time that should not limit the data acquisition rate of
the PTR-MS instrument. The MID used for mobile data acquisition had a cycle
time of approximately 1.9 seconds, which was longer than the calculated
residence time of 1.4 seconds of the sample in the drift tube.
Determining concentrations from basic reaction kinetics was shown to
provide reasonable accuracy. The largest error was observed for benzene which
indicates the error may be caused by poor ion sampling of the reagent ions
caused by collision induced dissociation in the expansion region between the drift
tube and high vacuum envelope. Concentrations in this study have been
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determined by calibration when available, with some compounds quantified using
equations derived from reaction rate kinetics.
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CHAPTER 3

MASS SPECTRAL INTERPRETATION AND VALIDATION
OF PTR-MS MEASUREMENTS

Introduction to Mass Assignments

Prior to this study, PTR-MS had not been used to analyze automobile
exhaust in the literature or in our lab. The capability of sensitive speciated VOC
measurements at high time response sets PTR-MS apart from other techniques
requiring the slow process of gas chromatography to separate compounds prior
to analysis. Although, without a separation technique prior to analysis, PTR-MS
mass spectra often suffer from compounds that contribute ion signal at the same
mass due to equal nominal molecular weights despite different chemical formulas
(referred to as isobars). An example of this is the ion signal that is observed at
mass to charge ratio (m/z) 107. It is known that the three xylene isomers,
ethylbenzene and benzaldehyde all contribute to this ion intensity. There is no
way for the PTR-MS to determine what fraction of the signal originates from each
species. PTR-MS is a poor qualitative analysis technique since molecular weight
is not a unique indicator of compound identification. Therefore, qualitative
knowledge of the sample matrix being analyzed is essential for responsible
interpretation of the PTR-MS results. When qualitative information is available
for a sample matrix it is critical to remember that some compounds may be
detected by PTR-MS that have not been detected by the qualitative technique.
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Adding to the complexity of the mass spectra, some compounds fragment
when ionized in the PTR-MS to create ions at masses that may not be
immediately obvious. Analysis of pure compounds at relevant instrument
temperature and pressure is necessary to determine the fraction of the ion signal
that appears at each mass, referred to as the branching fraction.
The lack of qualitative ability can make the analysis of unknown complex
mixtures by PTR-MS very difficult. The most comprehensive speciated VOC
studies of automobile exhaust have been reported by Schauer et al. (77, 80) and
were relied on heavily in order to make responsible mass spectral interpretations
of the PTR-MS data from the MCMA field campaign. In addition, the PTR-MS
response was compared to Solid Phase Microextraction Gas Chromatography
Mass Spectrometry (SPME GC-MS) results on automobiles idling while parked in
a separate laboratory based experiment. Analyses of idling cold start
automobiles with these methods also provided information on which compounds
are direct emissions from the engine and which are secondary products of the
catalytic converter.
Gas Chromatography Flame Ionization Detection (GC-FID) is the most
common technique for the quantification of speciated VOC. (81-84) The integrity
of the reported concentrations from PTR-MS was determined by comparison to
canister samples of ambient MCMA air analyzed by GC-FID. The canister
samples analyzed by GC-FID had sampling times of one or three hours;
therefore comparisons were made by averaging the PTR-MS data over the same
time increment. These comparisons will be discussed for each individual ion in
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the results section of this chapter. Good agreement between these techniques
suggests that the PTR-MS mass spectra were interpreted correctly with accurate
quantification.
This chapter presents the work performed to gain perspective into
interpretation of the PTR-MS response to measurements made in the MCMA
measurement campaign. Most work was focused on the analysis of automobile
exhaust emissions since they dominate the on-road measurements and are a
major source of VOC emissions in an urban environment. Fixed site response is
expected to be qualitatively similar to the on-road measurements because
automobile emissions are the largest source in the MCMA for most VOC. There
are a few exceptions where compounds have other significant sources, such as
biogenic or secondary photochemistry production, which will be noted.

Experimental

Characterization of Automobile Exhaust by
Solid Phase Microextraction GCMS
The PTR-MS response was compared to SPME GCMS measurements
performed on idling vehicles in a controlled laboratory setting to gain a better
understanding of the PTR-MS response to automobile exhaust. SPME GCMS
was selected for this comparison study over the analysis of canister samples by
GC-FID because of the ease with which SPME samples are collected and
analyzed. In SPME, a fiber coated with an extracting polymer phase is exposed
to the sample for a set amount of time. VOC are adsorbed onto the polymer
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surface at ambient temperatures. Once enough VOC has been adsorbed, the
coated fiber is retracted into a needle and isolated until analysis by GCMS. The
needle is injected into the heated gas chromatograph inlet where the fiber is
exposed and the VOC molecules are desorbed. Performing GC-FID analysis of
canister samples also requires preconcentration using a freeze out loop and
cryogenic cooling of the gas chromatograph oven, which is more expensive and
time consuming.
When sampling pure exhaust from an automobile, an eight meter vinyl
dryer tube was duct taped to the tailpipe of the automobile to be analyzed to
allow for sampling of undiluted exhaust by the PTR-MS and SPME concurrently.
For qualitative analysis of exhaust from a fully warm automobile, the automobile
was started and allowed to idle for 15 minutes before SPME samples were taken.
Preliminary experiments showed that the most effective Supelco SPME fiber for
the analysis of auto exhaust were divinylbenzene-Carboxen-polydimethylsiloxane
(DVB/Car/PDMS) fibers (color coded gray). The PDMS/DVB fiber (coded blue)
was less efficient at adsorbing the large aromatic compounds, while the
Car/PDMS (black) fiber did a poor job adsorbing the oxygenated aromatic
compounds. The SPME needle was inserted through the wall of the dryer tube
approximately one foot from the dryer tube exit. The gray fiber was exposed to
the pure exhaust for 45 seconds prior to being withdrawn into the needle and
capped with a septum.
The SPME samples were then injected into a HP 5890 series II Gas
Chromatograph, equipped with a 30m Stabilwax column from Restek, and
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analyzed by a HP 5971 mass spectrometer. The GCMS system scanned from
mass 40 to 250 with a temperature program starting at 30° C, increasing at 4° C
per minute to a final temperature of 220° C. Peaks were then identified using a
75,000 compound spectral library.

Analysis of Automobile Exhaust Using PTR-MS
The mixing ratios of organic species in pure automobile exhaust are much
too high for direct measurement by PTR-MS. Dynamic dilution of the exhaust
was performed by mixing of a small volume of the exhaust sample with a large
portion of VOC-free air generated using a heated platinum catalyst. The flow
from the air scrubber was commonly 200-300 sccm, and the flow of the exhaust
portion was typically between 3-9 sccm, adjusted with a caliper that created a
critical orifice by pinching a small piece of 1/16” OD Teflon tubing.
When possible, the automobile to be analyzed was allowed to sit without
the engine turned on for two hours to ensure a cold engine and catalyst in the
catalytic converter. The PTR-MS scanned from 20-165 amu with a 0.2 second
dwell time per mass for a total cycle time of approximately 30 seconds. Multiple
SPME samples were also taken during each automobile trial for comparison.
Since the PTR-MS cycle time was 30 seconds, the SPME fiber was exposed for
30 seconds as well.

GC-FID measurements
During fixed site studies throughout the MCMA measurement
campaign, six-liter stainless steel canisters were filled with ambient air samples
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collocated with the ARI mobile laboratory using a commercial Xon Tech Model
910PC sampler by researchers at Washington State University (WSU).
Integrated samples were collected for one or three hour periods throughout a 24hour period. After collection, canisters were delivered to the (WSU) field
laboratory at CENICA for gas chromatographic analysis. Analyses were typically
performed within 24 hours of collection on a Hewlett Packard 5890 GC equipped
with a FID detector. The GC system had a DB-1 fused silica capillary column (J
& W Scientific) for the separation of VOC compounds. A cryotrap attached to the
gas chromatograph via a six-port gas-sampling valve (Valco Inst. Co. Inc.) was
used to concentrate the organic compounds prior to injection on the GC column.
Standard testing procedures called for 300 mL of air to be passed through the
freeze-out trap, which was maintained at -186oC (liquid oxygen). Hydrogen at 1
cm3 min-1 was employed as the carrier gas with the DB-1 fused silica capillary
column system. Optimum separation was achieved using an oven temperature
ramp from -50 to 150oC at 4o min-1. GC peaks were identified by comparing their
retention times with known standards. Hydrocarbon concentrations were
determined by the ratio of the FID response for each peak to the response
recorded for a known concentration of 2,2-dimethylbutane. The concentration of
the 2,2-dimethylbutane standard was assigned through comparison with a NISTpurchased propane standard reference material.
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Determination of Compound Ion Fragment Patterns in PTR-MS
Some compounds present in automobile exhaust are known to fragment
upon ionization in the PTR-MS. Pure samples of these compounds were
analyzed by PTR-MS to determine their ion fragmentation patterns. This
procedure included injecting the compound of interest into an exponential dilution
flask to provide an initial concentration of approximately one ppmv. As air was
sampled from the flask, clean air from the catalytic scrubber diluted the sample.
A wide range of concentrations were analyzed to ensure constant branching
fractions. Results of the branching fraction experiments will be presented with
the discussion of each compound analyzed.
Mass Spectral Interpretations
Qualitative Exhaust Analysis with SPME GCMS
SPME GCMS was included in this study to provide qualitative information
for direct comparison to PTR-MS ion response for the analysis of the same
automobile. It was known that SPME techniques do not provide quantitative
information without calibration due to varying adsorption rates from species to
species. (85, 86) This study shows the variance of adsorption rates is very large
for some compounds.
Figure 3-1 shows a representative SPME GCMS analysis of exhaust from
a warm 1996 Dodge Neon. Simple qualitative analysis was in agreement with
Schauer et al. (77) including the detection of benzene, toluene, and many C2-,
C3-, C4- and C5-benzenes. Both studies also show the presence of
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Figure 3-1: SPME GCMS results for the exhaust of a 1996 Dodge Neon. Listed
below are the identified peaks using a 75,000 compound mass spectral library.
In some instances identification of a specific species within an isomer group is
difficult without running pure samples to match retention times. The number in
parenthesis is the mass of the compound.
1. CO2 (44)
2. benzene (78)
3. toluene (92)
4. ethylbenzene (106)
5-6. m- and p-xylene (106)
7. o-xylene (106)
8. Propylbenzene (120)
9. trimethylbenzene isomer (120)
10. trimethylbenzene isomer (120)
11. styrene (104)
12. trimethylbenzene isomer (120)
13-18. C4-benzene isomers (134)
19. ethynylmethylbenzene or similar isomer
(118)
20. C4-benzene isomer (134)
21. C5-benzene isomer (148)

22-24. C4-benzene isomers (134)
25. methylpropenylbenzene or similar
isomer (132)
26. Indene (116)
27. methylpropenylbenzene or similar
isomer (132)
28. C5-benzene isomer (148)
29. benzaldehyde (106)
30-32. methylbenzaldehyde isomers (120)
33-35. C2-benzaldehyde isomers (134)
36. naphthalene (128)
37-38. C2-benzaldehyde isomers (134)
39-40. methylnaphthalene isomers (142)
41-45. C2-naphthalene isomers (156)
46. phenol (94)

benzaldehyde, which is an isobaric species with the xylene isomers and
ethylbenzene. Similarly, methylbenzaldehyde isomers are observed in both
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studies which contribute to the C3-benzene signal (m/z 121) in PTR-MS. Indene,
styrene and phenol were observed to be present in the exhaust and had not
been reported by Schauer et al. (77). It is impossible to determine how
significant these compounds were in relation to the total VOC output due to the
lack of quantitative ability of the SPME technique.
Other interesting points noted in this study were the erratic behavior of
benzaldehyde and the high signals of naphthalene. Schauer et al. (77) reports
the concentration of naphthalene to be less than 5% of the toluene concentration.
The observed peak area for naphthalene was larger than the peak area for
toluene in this study, although this discrepancy is likely a result of the large
variability of adsorption efficiencies with the SPME fibers. Prior to discussing the
erratic behavior of benzaldehyde, the PTR-MS response to automobile exhaust
will be discussed.
The most significant ions detected in the PTR-MS cold start analysis of the
same 1996 Dodge Neon is shown in Figure 3-2. Ion assignments have been
made based on the results of the SPME-GCMS analysis shown in figure 3-1 and
exhaust composition reported by Schauer et al. (77) The engine was started at
cycle 27 and idled through cycle 80. The engine and catalytic converter were
cold, and the outside temperature was near 0º C making it easy to conclude that
this automobile had a functional catalytic converter. It is interesting to note that
the total concentration of VOC emitted after the engine and catalyst were
warmed decreases 97% from original concentrations. The most significant
compounds detected by PTR-MS are the aromatics, shown in panel a of Figure
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Figure 3-2: PTR-MS analysis of 1996 Dodge Neon exhaust during a cold start
showing a) the aromatic compounds, b) significant oxygenated organic
compounds, c) other most significant masses, and d) compounds identified by
the SPME GCMS study. The car was started at cycle 27 and continued to idle
through cycle 80. The exhaust was diluted by a factor of 70, and the
concentrations reported in the figure have been corrected to reflect the
concentration in the pure exhaust sample.

3-2. An in depth discussion of all the ions observed will be presented in the
following section so limited details are given here. Figure 3-2b shows the
significant oxygenates in the Neon exhaust, all of which were included in the
MCMA on-road measurements. Methyl tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE) is a common
additive of fuels and is primarily detected in PTR-MS as the m/z 57 fragment ion.
As a result, the ion observed at m/z 57 is quantified as if it were entirely Methyl
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tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE). The contribution of the butene isomers to the ion
intensity at mass 57 cannot be determined from this experiment. Methanol and
acetaldehyde appear to grow in as the catalyst warms which indicates either they
are produced as secondary products in the catalytic converter or possibly a
sampling error associated with the adsorption of the polar compounds to the
walls of the Teflon sampling line.

Eventually, the catalyst warms to the point

that they are destroyed as well. Figure 3-2c shows the other significant ions
present, including mass 59, typically attributed to acetone, which was included in
the MCMA on-road measurements. The other masses observed were 67, 69,
71, and 85, which were difficult to assign to any specific compounds and appear
to be direct emissions. Mass 69 is typically attributed to isoprene and/or furan in
PTR-MS studies (87, 88), although neither of these compounds have been
reported to be significant components of automobile exhaust. Compounds that
have been identified in automobile exhaust that were detected at mass 71
include the pentene isomers, methyl butene isomers, crotonaldehyde, and
methacrolein. (77) The ions that contribute to the mass 85 signal were expected
to be methylated species of those detected at mass 71. Figure 3-2d shows the
additional compounds identified by the SPME-GCMS study, of which only
styrene appeared to be detected in significant concentrations. There appeared
to be a small amount of phenol, but after the catalyst was heated the
concentration decreased to below the detection limit. Styrene is detected at
mass 105 and was observed at concentrations greater than the detection limits
throughout the experiment and appear to be either a secondary oxidation product
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in the catalytic converter, or produced as the engine warms up prior to being
destroyed by the catalytic converter. The PTR-MS response to indene (m/z 117)
and naphthalene (m/z 129) was quite low. Significant ions not shown in this
figure were masses 41 and 43 which are common hydrocarbon fragment ions of
many compounds, so they are not attributed to particular compounds.

Mass Assignment Summary
Mass 33 – The ion at mass 33 is attributed to the presence of methanol.
This ion is unique to methanol and there are no known hydrocarbon compounds
that interfere with this measurement. (89) Methanol was not measured in the
SPME GCMS or GC-FID studies, but previous studies have shown excellent
correlation between the PTR-MS derived concentrations with that of FTR-IR (90)
and GC-MS. (91) Quantification is done by calibration and is considered an
accurate measurement. Methanol was observed to be a tailpipe emission
product in the Neon study (figure 3-2b), but also has significant non-exhaust
vehicle sources that complicate interpretation of the on-road data. Windshield
wiper fluids contain methanol as an active ingredient. In-use antifreeze coolants
show the presence of methanol either as a contaminant or a breakdown product.
These other sources can be distinguished from tail pipe emissions since they are
not correlated with the CO2 measurements. Methanol also has significant
biogenic sources which contribute to ambient concentrations monitored during
fixed site analysis. (92)
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Mass 45 – The ion at mass 45 is considered to reflect the presence of
acetaldehyde. There are several small interferences known to effect the
quantification of acetaldehyde. Ethylene glycol, a major component of vehicle
antifreeze, fragments upon ionization to produce an ion at mass 45. Generally
the vapor pressure of ethylene glycol is low enough that it did not contribute
significantly to the signal at mass 45 except for the case of overheated vehicles.
In most cases the interference from ethylene glycol can be differentiated from
exhaust emitted acetaldehyde by the lack of correlation to CO2 signal. Another
minor interference is from CO2, (89) which contributes ion intensity to this mass
through an endothermic charge transfer in the expansion region to form the
HCO2+ ion (m/z 45). In a separate laboratory study the CO2 contribution to the
mass 45 signal was evaluated using calibrated CO2 standards. It was
determined that one ppmv CO2 produced a response equivalent to one pptv
acetaldehyde. The perturbation due to CO2, can easily be corrected for since
CO2 concentrations are known, but are unnecessary since these interferences
are small in on-road studies. It has been reported that the alkenes and ozone
can react on stainless steel surfaces to produce acetaldehyde. (93) This latter
perturbation is found to be important when very low levels of acetaldehyde are
being measured and is not thought to be important when sampling in an urban air
shed, where fairly high levels of acetaldehyde are typically found. In previously
reported PTR-MS studies the derived acetaldehyde concentrations compared
favorably with GC-MS measurements when acetaldehyde mixing ratios
exceeded 1-2 ppbv. (93, 94) The acetaldehyde levels in the roadway
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experiments usually exceed 1-2 ppbv and thus the measurements are
considered to be reliable. Acetaldehyde is produced by photochemical oxidation
reactions of higher order hydrocarbons resulting in significant concentrations
observed in fixed site studies which are not related to direct automotive
emissions. Quantification of acetaldehyde is performed by calibration.
Mass 57 – Several gasoline vehicle exhaust emission components are
expected to contribute to the ion signal at mass 57, including MTBE and the four
butene isomers. The butenes react to form protonated molecular ions while
greater than 95% of the MTBE fragments to the mass 57 ion. At the time of this
study, MTBE was used as a fuel additive in reformulated fuels used in the United
States (95) and the MCMA. (11) Emissions measured from vehicles using fuels
containing MTBE reflect the presence of this fuel additive. (77) A study of
gasoline automobile exhaust samples from vehicles without exhaust treatment
systems indicated that MTBE was the dominate component with a small
contribution from the butene isomers. (77) Acrolein, an important air toxic, is
thought to be only a minor component in gasoline vehicle exhaust (77) and is not
expected to contribute significantly to the mass 57 signal. Source apportionment
studies also indicate that in automobile exhaust the MTBE contribution is
expected to be much greater than that of the butenes. (96) Other components in
the urban air shed, such as the higher order alkenes (>C6), react with H3O+ to
produce ion fragments detected at mass 57. (97) Additional intensity to mass 57
may arise from the reaction of O2+, which comprises about 2% of the total ion
intensity in the PTR-MS, and reacts with large alkanes and alkenes. (97) These
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latter contributions are thought to be insignificant compared to MTBE and the
butenes. Concentrations were calculated assuming a kcMTBE of 2 x 10-9 cm3/s,
and the proton transfer reaction rate coefficients for the different butenes are not
very different, ranging from 1.7 x 10-9 to 1.8 x 10-9 cm3/s. (98) Figure 3-3a shows
a time series plot of PTR-MS mass 57 concentration along with the MTBE and
C4H8 isomer concentrations determined by GC-FID for the la Merced fixed site,
which is an urban core site that is heavily influenced by vehicle emissions. The

Figure 3-3: Time series plot (a) of the mass 57 concentration where the GC-FID
results for butenes and MTBE have been overlaid. The shading of the bar shows
the relative contributions of MTBE and the butenes. A correlation plot of the
PTR-MS and GC-FID results from the same air mass is shown in (b) for the sum
of MTBE and the isomeric butenes.

GC-FID results are shown as a shaded bar to illustrate the relative contributions
of MTBE and the butenes. Figure 3-3b shows the correlation plot for the PTRMS mass 57 concentrations averaged over the GC-FID time period. Excellent
agreement is observed between the two techniques which support the assertion
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that MTBE and the butene isomers are the dominant species detected at mass
57. For gasoline powered vehicle emissions, the mass 57 signal is one of the
most intense ion signals and based on chemical speciation data represents a
reasonable proxy for MTBE. Diesel vehicles have low hydrocarbon emissions
and a much different chemical speciation than that of gasoline vehicles. (99, 100)
When diesel exhaust plumes are intercepted and signal is detected at mass 57
no specific neutral components can be attributed to this ion.
Mass 59 – The ion signal at m/z 59 receives intensity contributions from
the presence of acetone, propanal, and glyoxal, and is typically quantified as
acetone in ambient atmosphere sampling. Schauer et al. reported that all three
species are present at significant fractions in gas powered vehicle exhaust
without catalytic converters, with mole fractions of 46%, 32%, and 22% for
propanal, acetone, and glyoxal, respectively. (77) Quantification of the mass 59
ion signal is achieved using the acetone calibration factor and the resulting
concentration is considered as a lower limit to the sum of the species since the
reaction rate constant for glyoxal is much smaller than that of acetone and
propanal. (98) The mass 59 compounds are observed (Figure 3-2c) to be minor
exhaust emission products which agrees with findings of Schauer et al. (77)
Significant solvent evaporation and biogenic sources are likely to contribute most
of the ions signal observed during fixed site measurements.
Mass 61 – The ion signal at mass 61 was monitored primarily as a
fragment ion of ethyl acetate as part of an urban plume dispersion study. (78, 79)
However, this ion is typically associated with acetic acid (71, 91, 101) and should
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reflect the presence of this compound when the mobile laboratory was not being
influenced by strong local sources of ethyl acetate. The ion signal at mass 61
was not significant in the direct measurement of the 1996 Dodge Neon study
shown in figure 3-2, and was found to be unaffected by on-road vehicle exhaust
sampling encounters in the MCMA. On this basis we would conclude that acetic
acid is not a vehicle exhaust emission product. This conclusion appeared to be
inconsistent with a recent study, in which acetic acid was identified as a diesel
exhaust emission component, (101) but probably reflects that the concentration
of acetic acid in the diluted exhaust plumes encountered in this study was below
our detection limit, which was estimated to be on the order of 4 ppbv.
Mass 79 – This ion is predominately formed via a proton transfer reaction
with benzene. In our early work benzene was the only compound thought to
contribute a significant portion of the m/z 79 ion signal. The ion was quantified
as if it was solely benzene using Lindinger’s method of quantification from
reaction kinetics and was considered one of our most reliable measurements due
to good agreement with GC-FID measurements made in an inter-comparison
study not discussed in this work. An analysis of a gas standard prior to the
MCMA campaign revealed that this quantification was in fact quite low. These
low estimations lead to the realization that the good agreement in the GC-FID
inter-comparison was a result of elevated m/z 79 ion signals from fragmentation
of mono-substituted benzenes such as ethylbenzene and the propylbenzene
isomers. The contributions from benzene, ethylbenzene and propylbenzene to
the total mass 79 concentration is determined by equation 3-1.
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[ M 79] = [ Benz ] +

S EtBenz
S
BFEtBenz [ EtBenz ] + Pr Benz BFPr Benz [Pr Bnz ]
S Benz
S Benz

(3-1)

[M79] represents the volumetric mixing ratio (VMR) derived from the total mass
79 ion intensity assuming it was from benzene and [Benz], [EtBenz] and [PrBenz]
represent the VMR’s of the respective species. The contributions from ethyl and
propylbenzene are weighted by the ratio of the ionization efficiencies (Sx/SBenz)
and the branching fraction (BFx) of the mass 79 ion product. Under the
experimental conditions used in this study, ethylbenzene forms 70% mass 107
and 30% mass 79, while propylbenzene forms 30% mass 121 and 70% mass 79.
Evaluation of the individual concentrations of ethylbenzene and propylbenzene is
not possible with the PTR-MS since there were other C8H10 and C9H12 isomers
present in the ambient air mass. The sum of all of the C8H10 isomers is generally
referred to as the C2-Benzenes while the sum all of the C9H12 isomers represent
the C3-Benzenes. GC-FID data indicated that the proportion of ethylbenzene
and propylbenzene relative to the total C2- and C3-benzenes was very constant
throughout the MCMA area, as shown in Figure 3-4. Substitution of the detection
sensitivities, the product branching fractions and the relative proportions allowed
the derivation of an algorithm, Equation 3-2, to correct for the contributions of
these components to the benzene signal.
[ Benz ] = [ M 79]

0.092 • [C 2 Benz ]

0.065 • [C 3Benz ]

(3-2)

Figure 3-5a shows the correlation between the PTR-MS corrected
benzene concentrations and the GC-FID benzene measurements made at
several different stationary sampling sites. Benzene and toluene measurements
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Figure 3-4: GC-FID measurements from canister samples taken from different
locations throughout the MCMA. a) The slope indicates the fraction of
ethylbenzene of the total C2-benzenes while b) shows the fraction of
propylbenzene of the total C3-benzenes.

were also made using Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) at
the La Merced site by researchers from National Autonomous University of
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Figure 3-5: Comparison between PTR-MS and GC-FID results from the same air
mass at the three fixed site locations for a) benzene, b) toluene, c) C2-benzenes
and d) C3-benzenes. The various symbols represent data from different
locations, while the line is the least squares regression.

Mexico (UNAM). DOAS is based on the UV absorption by atmospheric gases
and continuously measures concentrations of a number of trace gases averaged
over a long optical path length (426 m in this case). This particular instrument
monitored benzene and toluene concentrations with a five minute time resolution.
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(102) Co-location of this technique along with PTR-MS and GC-FID provides the
opportunity to inter-compare data to verify consistent results. Figure 3-6 shows
time series plots of benzene and toluene mixing ratios measured by the three
techniques at the La Merced site.
As shown in Figure 3-6a the GC-FID and PTR-MS shows very good
temporal agreement for benzene. PTR-MS is the most sensitive to transient
plumes from nearby sources because of the one minute cycle time. This feature
is observed in Figure 3-6a where PTR-MS benzene concentrations were much
more variable than the other techniques. The DOAS data show some
differences in concentration levels when compared to the other two techniques,
which is not unexpected. The DOAS signal represents average concentrations
over a long open path while the PTR-MS and GC-FID data are measurements at
a specific location. During the afternoon hours the benzene concentrations
measured by DOAS shows a peak that was not registered by the other two
techniques. While the reason for this discrepancy is unknown at this time, similar
poor correlations between DOAS and GC-FID measurements of benzene in
urban environments have been reported by Pinhua et al. and Kim. (103, 104)
The agreement between PTR-MS and GC-FID results are very good and
serve to validate that reliable benzene concentration can be derived from the
PTR-MS measurements. DOAS results agree well except for afternoon benzene
concentrations which are thought to be an error in the DOAS measurements.
Accurate benzene measurements were important in this study because of its
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Figure 3-6: Time series of (a) benzene and (b) toluene mixing ratios measured
by DOAS, PTR-MS and GC-FID at the La Merced site. The time resolution for
PTR-MS was 1 minute, DOAS was 5 minutes and GC-FID was 1 hour. Short
term spikes were commonly observed with PTR-MS indicating local sources.
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toxicity and the benzene to toluene ratio is an important indicator in determining
whether a vehicle has a functioning exhaust treatment system. (22, 23)
Mass 89 – The ion signal at this mass reflected the presence of ethyl
acetate and is monitored as part of an urban plume dispersion study (78, 79).
This mass assignment is specific to this particular application and is confirmed by
GC analysis of ambient air samples captured in canisters at the emission source.
It is noted that this ion signal is totally quiescent except for when the mobile
laboratory intercepts an ethyl acetate solvent plume later determined to be from a
non-vehicle source. This result provides strong evidence that ethyl acetate is not
present to any significant extent in vehicle exhaust. Concentrations reported in
the urban plume dispersion study were determined from reaction kinetics.
Mass 93 – This ion reflects the presence of toluene and is considered a
reliable measurement. Certain terpenes, like - and -pinene produce a small
amount of product ion formation at mass 93, (91) but contributions from these
biogenic species to the ion signal at m/z 93 are expected to be insignificant in the
MCMA air masses analyzed. Figures 3-5b and 3-6b show that PTR-MS, GC-FID
and DOAS measurements made at stationary sites are in excellent agreement
with one another. Toluene is observed to be a major exhaust emission product
from gasoline vehicles and is quantified by calibration.
Mass 107 – The ion signal observed at m/z 107 reflects the sum of the
xylene isomers and ethylbenzene (C2-benzenes), plus benzaldehyde.
Quantification of the C2-benzenes assumes that the p-xylene calibration factor is
appropriate for all of the components. The calculated reaction rate constants are
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all very similar for ethylbenzene and the xylenes, and on this basis the use of a
single component calibration response is appropriate. Assuming that the
sensitivity factors scale on the basis of the value of the reaction rate constant,
benzaldehyde is expected to have a higher sensitivity factor. It has been noted
in a GC/PTR-MS study that the calibration factors for individual C2-isomers
showed a much greater range of variability than would have been expected on
the basis of the calculated collisional reaction rate constants. (88) In that study,
ethylbenzene had a higher response factor (20.7 ncps/ppbv), and benzaldehyde
a lower response factor (7.9 ncps/ppbv) compared to p-xylene (15.2 ncps/ppbv).
(88) Because only a single component calibration factor was employed, there
will be more error associated with these measurements, which reflect the sum of
many compounds. Figure 3-5c shows the correlation plot for the mass 107
signal (C2-benzenes plus benzaldehyde) from the PTR-MS versus the C2benzenes as measured by GC-FID. The slope of the correlation plot shows an
overestimation by PTR-MS of approximately 30%. One factor contributing to the
error was the fact that benzaldehyde was measured at mass 107 by the PTRMS, but was not measured by the GC-FID. Automotive exhaust emission studies
indicated that the benzaldehyde contribution to the C2-benzene measurement
would be approximately 5%, (77) although the SPME-GCMS study showed that
this number can be quite variable depending on catalyst efficiency. As an
example of this variability, figure 3-7 shows the benzaldehyde fraction of the total
C2-benzenes as determined by peak areas of four SPME samples collected
during the Dodge Neon cold start trial discussed previously.
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Figure 3-7: Cold start of 1996 Dodge Neon analyzed by PTR-MS and SPME
GCMS. The benzaldehyde fraction of the C2-benzenes is dependent catalyst
temperature.

The peak areas for benzaldehyde and the C2-benzenes were not
calibrated so an absolute fraction of the total signal can not be computed. Peak
areas are expected to have a linear relationship with concentration in this range,
(105) and the benzaldehyde fraction of the total C2-benzenes increases as the
catalyst is warmed since it was a secondary product from the catalytic converter.
It is possible that the benzaldehyde fraction of the C2-benzenes is more
significant than the 5% reported by Schauer et al. (77) for automobiles with
partially functioning catalysts. Photochemical aging of exhaust emissions may
also result in an increased benzaldehyde fraction observed at the fixed site
locations. Overall, the C2-benzene measurement in this campaign has greater
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uncertainty than the other single component measurements and may
overestimate the true concentration. Regardless, the C2-benzenes are observed
to be major exhaust emission components of gasoline vehicles.
Mass 121 – There are eight C9H12 isomers and five C8H8O isomers that
can contribute to the ion signal at mass 121. This collection of compounds is
referred to as the C3-benzenes, although it actually represents the C3-benzenes
plus C8H8O aromatic aldehydes and ketones. Concentrations are calculated
assuming that the calibration factor for 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene is appropriate for
all of the isomers. Similar to m/z 107, larger errors were expected for the
quantification of this collection of compounds. Reaction rate coefficients for the
C9H12 isomers that have been tabulated were quite similar, while those of the
C8H8O compounds were somewhat larger. Figure 3-5d shows that the PTR-MS
results overestimated concentrations by 50% when compared to the GC-FID
results. A portion of this error may be attributed to omission of C8H8O isomers
from the GC-FID data. Gasoline automobile emission studies report that the
three tolualdehyde isomers may contribute an additional 10% to the overall C3benzene measurement. (77) Also, photochemical aging of the exhaust
emissions may produce a higher fraction of the oxygenated species at the fixed
site locations. The uncertainty of these measurements is considerable and is
considered more as a proxy for the C3-benzenes rather than an exact
measurement.
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Spectral Interpretation Summary
Calibration Summary
The resulting calibration sensitivity factors from the MCMA
measurement campaign are shown in Figure 3-8 and a summary of all calibration
information is shown in Table 3-1. Negative XR values indicated that some
declustering of H3O+(H2O) to H3O+ occurred within the expansion region of the
instrument and were expected only for those compounds which did not react with
H3O+(H2O). Campaign averaged sensitivity factors were used to compute the
reported concentrations and are shown in Table 3-1.
For the C2-benzenes and C3-benzenes it was assumed that all of the
structural isomers had the same response factors as their respective calibration
compounds p-xylene and 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene. This latter assumption relies
on the fact that the calculated reaction rate constants for different C2-benzene
isomers vary by less than 10% and that the limited set reported for the C3benzenes exhibits similar behavior. (98)
Limits of detection were defined in this study as three times the signal to
noise ratio (S/N), where the S/N is taken as the 1 level of scatter in the
background concentration measurements. These limits of detection, which are
included in Table 3-1, are based on 0.1 second measurement times for the
mobile data and one second measurement times for fixed site data. The
reported concentrations reflect the difference between ambient and background
concentration measurements and the higher limits of detection for methanol and
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Figure 3-8: PTR-MS calibration factors determined throughout the campaign.
The squares represent individual calibration experiments and the line represents
the average value used in data analysis.

acetaldehyde reflect the higher persistent background levels within the PTR-MS
at these masses. Compounds with near zero background ion counts like
benzene and toluene had more favorable limits of detection.
Figure 3-8 shows that the calibration factors were reasonably consistent
throughout the measurement campaign. Campaign averages were used for
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quantification and each data point was background subtracted in the finished
data.

Table 3-1: Summary of the calibration information from the MCMA measurement
campaign. Compound identification, measured calibration factors, and limits of
detection for mobile and fixed site data are reported.
a
Determined as 3 times the S/N standard deviation.
b
Mass 57 is the sum of MTBE and the C4H8 isomers.
SR
LD(ppbv)a LD(ppbv)a
Compound
Methanol

mass

(SD)

XR

Mobile

Fixed Site

33

0.30

0.38

5.1

1.6

0.6

3.9

1.2

(0.05)
Acetaldehyde

45

0.73
(0.02)

Mass 57b

57

0.91

0.5

3.4

1.1

Acetone

59

1.05

0.7

1.6

0.51

-0.4

1.6

0.51

-0.1

0.93

0.29

0.15

1.4

0.44

0.25

1.7

0.54

(0.04)
Benzene

79

0.51
(0.03)

Toluene

93

0.71
(0.04)

p-xylene

107

0.75
(0.06)

1,2,4trimethylbenzene

121

0.70
(0.08)
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Intercomparison Summary
Concentrations of benzene and toluene deduced by the PTR-MS
technique were found to correlate very well with collocated measurements made
by DOAS and GC-FID data from canister samples. Corrections for the
fragmentation of ethylbenzene and propylbenzene to the mass 79 ion signal had
not been performed previously, and appear to improve accuracy when sampling
in urban environments. The mixing ratio deduced from the ion intensity at mass
57 agreed very well with the sum of the MTBE and isomeric butene
concentrations derived from GC-FID measurements. The comparison of the
PTR-MS concentrations deduced from ion intensities at mass 107 and 121
showed significant deviations with the comparable C2- and C3-benzene
measurements by GC-FID. While some of this error was explained by
contributions of isobaric oxygenated species not included in the GC-FID analysis,
some of the error may not be fully understood. Direct comparative data between
the PTR-MS and another independent method was not available for methanol,
acetaldehyde and acetone, although evidence was provided that supports the
reliable measurement of these compounds by PTR-MS. This served to validate
the PTR-MS technique as a quantitative monitor of selected components present
in ambient air within heavily polluted environments like Mexico City.
SPME GCMS and PTR-MS measurements of idling automobiles suggest
that a few compounds may be present at high enough concentrations to warrant
monitoring during future mobile experiments. Styrene is detected at mass 105
and appears to be a secondary product of the catalytic process. Mass 71 is
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considered to be the sum of the pentene isomers, methylbutene isomers,
crotonaldehyde and methacrolein. While differentiating these compounds would
be impossible, the ion signal is abundant and meaningful. Mass 85 is expected
to be the methylated forms of the mass 71 compounds. More work needs to be
done to determine the source of the ion signals at masses 67 and 69.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS FROM THE MCMA MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN

Introduction

A major goal of deploying the PTR-MS on-board the mobile laboratory in
the MCMA field campaign was aimed at the study and characterization of
selected hydrocarbon exhaust emissions of vehicles operated under real-world
driving conditions. High emissions of acetaldehyde and aromatic air toxics have
important health implications as well as being important ozone formation
precursors. (11) Currently used estimations of emission indices (g analyte / kg
fuel) for light duty vehicles in the Emissions Inventory for the MCMA are based
on a very small number of measurements performed in 1999 with laboratorycontrolled conditions of individual vehicles. (106) Corresponding estimates of
emission indices for heavy duty vehicles in the same inventory are entirely based
on modeling estimates using a modified version of the US EPA’s motor vehicle
emission inventory model. Emission inventories for speciated VOC compounds
is not performed due to a lack of emission indices, instead only total VOC is
calculated. On-road speciated VOC measurements of automobile exhaust by
PTR-MS in this study will allow for the determination of the emission indices of
several important VOC from multiple classes of vehicles in the MCMA. These
emission indices can be used with total fuel sales for each vehicle class to
estimate total emissions from the vehicle fleet in tons per year.
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On-road exhaust emission characterization experiments are based on the
premise that CO2 can be used as an internal tracer and that the exhaust dilution
factor is proportional to the change in CO2 concentration. (17) Experimentally,
this required that the time response and sensitivity of the PTR-MS
measurements be high enough to detect the rapidly changing concentrations
within the exhaust plume. For on-road vehicle emission studies, it is assumed
that Ratios of analyte to CO2 concentrations yield molar emission ratios (mol
analyte / mol CO2) which can be converted to emission indices (g analyte / kg
fuel) assuming complete combustion of a typical fuel composition. (17) Future
Emission Inventories for the MCMA would benefit from updated emission indices
for the on-road fleet, including speciated VOC data which was previously
unavailable. This chapter will present results from the MCMA field campaign,
including determination of emission indices for several compounds, estimations
of total fleet emissions in the MCMA, the real-time mapping and location of a
point source emitter, and observations of benzene/toluene ratios which suggest
that toluene is not produced solely from vehicle emissions.
Results from the fixed site studies will also be presented in this chapter.
Co-located canister samples were collected and later analyzed by GC-FID for
comparison. A quantitative comparison of the two techniques will be discussed,
as well as a discussion of observed diurnal cycles of analytes in the MCMA.
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MCMA Measurement Campaign Results

Time Response
Figure 4-1 provides a representative on-road profile of toluene and CO2.
This figure shows that the CO2 and toluene signals are highly correlated and that
the PTR-MS instrument appears to have sufficient time response for
characterizing the individual plumes. The zero air purges used to match the time
base of the two instruments are visible in Figure 4-1 at 6:10:45 and 6:31:45. The
time base of the PTR-MS data was adjusted to match the time base of the CO2
measurements using the IGOR macro described in appendix A. Correlation of
PTR-MS time base to that of CO2 signal was critical to interpreting these data.
Elevated PTR-MS signals with concomitant rise in CO2 is indicative of fossil fuel
combustion.

Example Vehicle Chase Experiments
Since CO2 serves as a dilution tracer, all other measurement time bases
were adjusted to correlate with that of CO2 using the zero air purges for time
synchronization. PTR-MS data was interpolated onto a one second time basis to
produce correlation plots of the analyte versus CO2 for emission ratio
determination. Prior to using chase data for the determination of emission ratios,
quality assurance measures were taken to discount emissions from non-targeted
vehicles. The identification of automobile emission plumes from the data was
accomplished by analyzing the multiple, synchronized instruments on-board the
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Figure 4-1: On-road data for toluene and CO2 showing time correlation of the
signals and the zero air purges used for time synchronization.

mobile laboratory. In addition, classification of the emission profiles is based on
the video images, wind direction data, and researcher data log notes recorded
during the chase event. Situations where self sampling of the mobile lab exhaust
was possible were flagged using velocity and wind strength/direction data.
Sampling of the on-board generator exhaust was flagged using its characteristic
high levels of methanol.
Specific chase examples of hydrocarbon exhaust emission measurements
made by the PTR-MS for different engine types are highlighted in Figure 4-2, and
include gasoline vehicles with and without exhaust treatment systems and a
diesel vehicle. 1-2 minute chase segments are shown that are representative of
each of the vehicle types and also have similar excess CO2 concentrations. The
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scaling of the axes are the same for each of the different compounds to help
illustrate the different emission characteristics of the profiled vehicles. The
shaded regions indicate the specific plumes that are analyzed and discussed
below.
Figure 4-2a shows a chase segment from an older (early to mid 1990s)
Chevrolet Suburban that was followed at low speeds (5 -20 mph) within a city
park. This vehicle was equipped with a gasoline engine (most likely a large
displacement 8 cylinder engine) and on the basis of the large concentrations of
exhaust products measured has been classified as a vehicle without a
functioning catalytic converter. For this vehicle all of the components except
acetaldehyde and those not plotted (masses 59, 61 and 89) are observed in high
concentration and are highly correlated with the CO2 measurement. The method
used to quantify these emissions was determined from a correlation plot of the
emission analyte concentration versus the CO2 concentration where the slope
represented the emission ratio. (17) Figure 4-3 shows the correlation plot for the
toluene and CO2 measurements made over the times indicated by the shading in
Figure 4-2.
In the case of the Chevrolet Suburban the emission ratio of toluene was
determined to be 1.4 ppbv toluene per ppmv CO2 or 1.4x10-3 mole toluene per
mole of CO2. Emission ratios were determined from the slopes of similar plots for
each of the other components and are reported in Table 4-1. For comparison,
emission ratios estimated from emission factors reported for cars tested using an
urban FTP cycle are also included in Table 4-1. Except for acetaldehyde, the
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Figure 4-2: Selected hydrocarbon and CO2 emission time series measurements
of representative chase events: a) Gasoline vehicle without an operational
catalytic converter. b) Gasoline vehicle with an operational catalytic converter.
c) Heavy duty diesel charter bus. Shaded areas indicate the plumes analyzed in
Figure 4-3.

emission ratios derived from this single chase are consistent with that reported
by Schauer et al. (77) for vehicles without operational catalytic converters.
Acetaldehyde was observed to be only a minor emission product from this
vehicle, essentially indistinguishable from the ambient background. For vehicles
without operating catalytic converters Schauer et al. (77) observed that the
acetaldehyde emissions were slightly greater than the corresponding benzene
emissions. Had this been the case here the acetaldehyde emissions would have
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Figure 4-3: Toluene and CO2 correlation scatter plots for the plume data
indicated by the shaded regions in Figure 4-2. Emission ratios are evaluated
from the slope of plots.

been clearly observable for this vehicle. The ratio of acetaldehyde to benzene
observed here of 0.034 is more similar to that observed in a dynamometer study
(0.063-0.073) involving 1991-1996 fleet cars from the MCMA by Schifter at al.
(107)
Figure 4-2b shows a chase segment for a newer small sedan that was
intercepted as it was pulling away from a traffic light and represents a gasoline
vehicle that appears to have a properly functioning catalytic converter. Only the
single plume centered at 6:18:30 can be ascribed to this vehicle. The emission
ratios determined for this vehicle, except for acetaldehyde, were substantially
reduced relative to that shown for the gasoline vehicle without a catalytic
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Table 4-1. Summary of the emission ratio measurements of the selected plumes
in Figure 4-2.
a
emission ratios are estimated from the reported emission rates assuming 5 km
per liter, fuel density of 0.75 g/ml and 3140g CO2 per kg of fuel.
b
emission ratios are estimated from the reported emission rates assuming 10 km
per liter, fuel density of 0.75 g/ml and 3140g CO2 per kg of fuel.
c
Sum of C8H10 isomers plus C7H6O
d
Sum of C9H12 isomers plus C8H8O isomers
e
Sum of MTBE and C4H8 isomers
Compound
Gasoline engine
Gasoline engine
Heavy Duty
without operational

with operational

Diesel Charter

catalyst

catalyst

Bus

Emission ratio (mole of compound per mole CO2)
Figure
4-1a

a

Schauer

Figure

et al.(77)

4-1b

b

Schauer

Figure

Cocker

et al.(77)

4-1c

et
al.(108)

methanol

2.9x10-4

---

NR

---

1.6x10-5

---

acetaldehyde

1.8x10-5

6.4x10-4

2.4x10-5

1.7x10-5

1.2x10-4

4x10-5

Benzene

5.3x10-4

5.6x10-4

1.1x10-4

2.9x10-5

1.2x10-5 2.9x10-6

Toluene

1.4x10-3

2.4x10-3

1.8x10-4

4.4x10-5

1.7x10-5 1.4x10-6

C2-benzenesc

1.6x10-3

2.6x10-3

2.0x10-4

4.3x10-5

1.1x10-5 1.8x10-6

C3-benzenesd

1.4x10-3

1.4x10-3

1.6x10-4

2.5x10-5

3.3x10-5

---

Mass 57e

1.9x10-3

2.6x10-3

2.2x10-4

7.4x10-5

---

---

converter. The reduced molar emission ratios and the elevated benzene to
toluene ratio (0.61) are consistent with a vehicle having a properly functioning
catalytic converter. (21, 77) The molar emission ratios for benzene, toluene, C2-
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benzenes, C3-benzenes and mass 57 (MTBE plus butenes) for this vehicle are
observed to be 3-6 times larger than that reported by Schauer et al. (77) for
catalyst-equipped gasoline-powered motor vehicle tailpipe emissions. Given that
the plume recorded in Figure 4-2b for this vehicle represents an acceleration
plume, higher emissions might be expected. (23)
Figure 4-2c shows a chase segment involving a diesel charter bus. Diesel
vehicles generally have very low hydrocarbon emissions and are difficult to
profile for this reason. Video records and corroborating particle emission
measurements indicate that this was an effective chase event. Diesel engines
have significant particle emissions (109, 110) and these measurements indicated
that the exhaust from the targeted charter bus was being continuously sampled
over the entire chase sequence. Considerable variability was noted in the
hydrocarbon traces associated with this vehicle. For the shaded plume event
between 7:11:30 and 7:12:00 it was observed that the acetaldehyde signal
clearly tracked the corresponding CO2 trace and that the other hydrocarbon
emissions were very low. This can be contrasted to the plume event starting
about 7:12:30 and lasting to 7:13:00, where the aromatic emission components
appeared more significant while the acetaldehyde emission was lower. Emission
ratios for the shaded plume event are shown in Table 4-1. It is noted that while
the acetaldehyde emission was similar to that reported for gasoline engines, the
aromatic emissions are considerably smaller. For comparison, molar emission
ratios reported by Cocker et al. (108) for a slowly moving (“creeping”) diesel
vehicle are included in Table 4-2. The emission ratios determined here were all
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considerably higher than that of Cocker et al. (108) although it should be noted
that the emission ratios for the aromatic components were essentially at or below
our detection limit. The acetaldehyde emissions were quite variable across the
entire plume event and serves to illustrate the variable nature of the emissions of
in-use vehicles.

Complete Chase Results
The method used to determine emission ratios was described in the
previous section. This procedure was applied to the remaining data set to
analyze all useful chases. A chase event was considered useful when the
duration lasted at least five minutes in order to characterize the emissions with a
sufficient number of plume intercept measurements. A dataset of about 110
hours containing valid one second data points was analyzed covering a wide
area of the city. After quality assurance procedures, a total of 345 chase events
with valid emission ratios were obtained. Table 4-2 specifies the sample size
and types of vehicles measured during the measurement campaign.
Due to their large size, high exhaust volume, and relatively slow average
speeds, public transport vehicles were successfully sampled with individual
chase events and were classified as colectivos (COL), urban buses (URB) and
charter buses (CHA). Colectivos are medium-sized buses with a capacity of
transporting about 25 people, and are very popular and commonly used
throughout the MCMA. Colectivos are mainly gasoline powered, although a
small but growing fraction of them (about 5%) was powered by compressed
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Table 4-2: Chase and fleet average vehicle emissions experiments.
a
Rounded values from the 2002 MCMA Emissions Inventory. (106) Number of
charters obtained from Pasaje del Sevico Publico Federal de Autotransporte.
(111)
b
Includes 12 events classified as stop and go (SAG), 19 classified as traffic state
(TRA) and 21 classified as cruising at high speed (CRU).
c
Colectivos are very popular medium sized public transport vehicles in the
MCMA that hold about 25 people and are powered by gasoline fuel. Colectivos
powered by CNG or LPG are referred to as COLc (26 samples). Urban buses
are intra-city diesel buses.
Chase
Sample
MCMA Fleet
Description
Type

Size

Sizea

LDV

119

2,700,000

HDT

61

75,000

Heavy Duty Trucks

COL

71

32,000

Colectivosc

URB

37

30,000

Urban busesc

CHR

34

22,000

Inter-city buses or charters

Others

23

620,000

Pickups, motorcycles, and non

Fleet averaged emissions of LDVb

LDV vehicles

3 tons

natural gas (CNG) or liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) at the time of the study.
(106) 26 CNG colectivos were successfully chased by choosing a route used by
them within the city. These CNG chases were classified as COLC. The URB
category refers to intra-city urban buses with a capacity for transporting about 50
people. These buses were randomly selected as the mobile lab encountered
them during on-road operations and a variety of transportation routes (and bus
companies) were sampled. Charter buses, inter-city buses with a larger
transport capacity than colectivos or urban buses, were sampled near the major
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bus terminal in the city. Here, the mobile lab chased the charter buses on a
looped circuit as they were entering or leaving the facility. Sampled heavy-duty
trucks (HDT) refer to large trucks such as tractor trailers, food supply and
construction vehicles. Chasing light duty vehicles was very difficult due to poor
maneuverability and acceleration of the mobile laboratory. For light duty
vehicles, fleet averaged emission ratios are estimated using the sampling periods
when the mobile lab was surrounded by light duty gasoline vehicles under three
different traffic conditions. “Stop and Go” (SAG) situations was when the mobile
laboratory was located in very heavy traffic conditions with vehicle speeds less
than 16 km/h for five minutes or more. Heavy traffic conditions with prevailing
moderate speed of less than 40 km/h for five minutes are referred to as TRA
events and are the most prevalent traffic mode in the MCMA. Finally, CRU
conditions represent sampling periods with prevailing cruising at speeds higher
than 56 km/h for five minutes or more. These traffic conditions accounted for 52
classified fleet averaged traffic mode events. 67 other measurements of light
duty gasoline vehicle emissions were considered but were not classified within
these categories due to sporadic vehicle speed or a specific vehicle was sampled
rather than a fleet averaged sample.
Vehicles were not chased on the basis of visible strength of exhaust in
order to reduce systematic bias in the emission ratios reported in Table 4-3. This
prevented the over sampling of high emitting vehicles. The mobile laboratory
also followed different driving routes each day within the city to prevent spatial
differences in vehicle populations from impacting results.
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For vehicle classes where individual chase events were performed, the
average emission ratios are reported in table 4-3 along with standard deviations.
Relatively large variability in the HDT and public transport emission ratios were
most likely a result of the small concentrations observed. Other factors that
contribute to the observed variability from one automobile to the next include; a
wide range of vehicle models, engine types, fuel delivery systems, emission
control technologies and the age of the vehicles.
Similar to the procedure used by Stedman et al. (38), fleet average
emission ratios were determined using the central limit theorem. This theorem
states the average emission ratios should be normally distributed if the samples
were unbiased and sufficiently large. Figure 4-4 shows the frequency
distributions for benzene, toluene and acetaldehyde measured by PTR-MS and
formaldehyde measured by our Aerodyne collaborators using TILDAS, with the
fleet average emission ratios reported in table 4-3.
The aromatic VOC emission ratios tended to have high frequency around
a mean value but were also severely skewed towards high values. This behavior
is expected with VOC emission distributions based on varying catalytic converter
efficiency among gasoline automobiles and very low emission ratios of VOC by
diesel burning HDT and CNG burning colectivos. The reported distributions of
the ratios benzene/toluene and H2CO/CH3CHO tend to be normally distributed
throughout all classes. This indicates the co-emission nature of these species in
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Table 4-3: Measured emission ratios in ppb analyte/ppm CO2 during the MCMA2003 field campaign.
a
Obtained from individual emission ratios.
b
m/z 57 represents the sum of MTBE and butene isomers for gasoline vehicles.
Neutral components have not been assigned to this mass for CNG and diesel
vehicles.
c
See text for definition of vehicle classes.
d
Standard deviation.
Medium
Vehicles

H2CO

CH3CO

H2CO/CH3CHOa

Light Duty Vehicles

Heavy Duty Vehicles

COLc

COLc

LDV

SAG

TRA

CRU

URB

CHR

HDT

(SD)d

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

(SD)

0.33

0.34

0.25

0.23

0.23

0.20

0.11

0.07

0.12

(0.12)

(0.13)

(0.11)

(0.06)

(0.07)

(0.07)

(0.07)

(0.05)

(0.08)

0.04

0.06

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.02

0.02

0.03

(0.02)

(0.01)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.01)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.02)

8.1

6.4

6.7

6.2

6.2

6.4

7.2

4.9

5.1

(2.3)

(1.1)

(2.9)

(1.3)

(2.0)

(1.8)

(2.4)

(3.2)

(2.3)

0.08

0.03

0.13

0.14

0.10

0.10

0.04

0.02

0.03

(0.04)

(0.01)

(0.08)

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.02)

(0.03)

0.14

0.04

0.25

0.28

0.18

0.18

0.05

0.02

0.04

(0.07)

(0.02)

(0.12)

(0.07)

(0.06)

(0.08)

(0.05)

(0.02)

(0.04)

0.19

0.05

0.32

0.32

0.22

0.19

0.06

0.03

0.05

(0.09)

(0.04)

(0.16)

(0.11)

(0.09)

(0.09)

(0.06)

(0.04)

(0.05)

0.16

0.03

0.24

0.24

0.15

0.15

0.05

0.03

0.05

(0.08)

(0.02)

(0.15)

(0.09)

(0.05)

(0.08)

(0.06)

(0.05)

(0.06)

0.26

0.03

0.38

0.39

0.29

0.28

0.09

0.04

0.09

(0.21)

(0.07)

(0.23)

(0.10)

(0.12)

(0.10)

(0.07)

(0.04)

(0.08)

Benzene

Toluene

C2-benzenes

C3-benzenes

m/z 57b
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Figure 4-4: Frequency distributions of measured emission ratios (ppb
analyte/ppm CO2) during the MCMA measurement campaign.
real world driving conditions. H2CO/CH3CHO ratios showed a value of 6.2 ± 1.8
ppbv/ppbv averaged over all gasoline vehicle fleet emission measurements, and
driving mode did not significantly affect this ratio. The benzene/toluene ratio will
be discussed in depth later in this chapter.
In order to compare these results with those in the literature, the emission
ratios were converted to fuel based emission indices and multiplied by fuel
consumption in the MCMA region similar to the technique described by Singer et
al. (112). Table 4-4 shows the comparison of our emission estimates for the
MCMA with the most similar studies available.
This study indicates larger emission estimates for benzene, formaldehyde
and acetaldehyde when compared to Schifter et al. (107), which were based on a
limited number of vehicles tested and performed in controlled laboratory
conditions. Table 4-4 also includes a comparison of estimated toxic VOC
emissions between Los Angles and the MCMA. These results indicated that the
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Table 4-4: Comparison of emissions (tons/year) estimated in this work with
emissions estimated in other studies for the MCMA and other US cities.
a
Based on a laboratory study of around 50 vehicles (ages from 1984 to 1999)
tested under a FTP cycle.
b
Total on-road gasoline mobile emissions estimates for 2004 in the South Coast
Air Basin. (113)

Compound

This work

Schifter et al.

Los Angeles

(tons/year)

(107)a

Benzene

4090 ± 850

1590

2290

Toluene

10100 ± 2200

--

--

H2CO

3020 ± 720

397

1900

CH3CHO

770 ± 230

167

605

annual estimates of benzene, acetaldehyde and formaldehyde in LDV emissions
in Mexico City were typically higher than the corresponding estimated toxic VOC
emissions in Los Angeles. For the year of comparison (2003), the vehicle fleet in
the Los Angeles area was 3.2 times larger than the fleet in the MCMA and the
annual gasoline consumption was 3.3 times higher. (11) Besides the larger size
of the vehicle fleet and the corresponding higher fuel consumption in the Los
Angeles area, two other important aspects of the comparison are the older
vehicle fleet composition and the smaller fraction of vehicles with emission
control technologies in the MCMA. This indicates that vehicles without an
operational catalytic converter influence the overall VOC emissions to a great
extent.
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Fleet Averaged VOC Emissions
In a separate analysis for comparison to black carbon and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, the PTR-MS benzene vehicle chase data was used to
estimate a fleet averaged VOC emission index which was used to estimate the
total VOC emissions for the year 2003. GC-FID measurements indicate that the
total VOC/benzene ratio is relatively constant (53.6 by mass) in the morning
hours when exhaust emissions are present without significant photochemical
oxidation taking place. Since this analysis was for VOC emissions of the total
vehicle fleet there was no need to handle chase events on an individual basis,
but rather include all chases that did not suffer from known contaminations such
as sampling the generator on-board the ARI mobile lab.
Following methods suggested in the literature, (17, 41) data analysis
algorithms were written by our collaborators at MIT to identify potential early
morning plumes using a minimum CO2 increase of 42 ppmv above baseline
concentrations as an indicator. 95% of data points lie within 42 ppmv of baseline
concentrations when the van was parked away from traffic. Self-sampling of the
mobile laboratory exhaust was identified using the wind direction relative to the
sampling inlet and removed from the data set. Furthermore, when baselinesubtracted methanol concentrations exceed 30 ppbv, a threshold determined by
visual inspection of the data and video, the point was considered to be affected
by self-sampling of the generator exhaust. Overall, approximately 40% of the
plume data set was eliminated as self-sampling events. Approximately 30,000
data points corresponding to automobile exhaust plumes were identified.
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The emission factor for benzene was determined using a carbon balance
of the fuel combustion process. Hansen and Rosen show that the mass balance
simplifies to equation 4-1 following removal of insignificant species. (114)
[Cf] = [CO2] + [CO] + [VOC]

(4-1)

[Cf] refers to the carbon content originally in the fuel and [CO2], [CO] and [VOC]
represent the significant carbonaceous species produced during combustion.
The emission index for benzene (Ebenzene) in grams of pollutant emitted per kg of
fuel consumed was calculated with equation 4-2 where changes in
concentrations were determined by subtracting baseline concentrations of the
species and wc was the mass fraction of carbon in the fuel.
E benzene =

[benzene]
wc
[CO2 ] + [CO] + [VOC ]

(4-2)

An average fuel density of 760 g/L fuel and carbon content fraction of 0.85 was
determined based on sales-weighted average of gasoline and diesel fuel
properties. (107, 115, 116) Fleet-averaged VOC emission factors were
determined using the 53.6 VOC/benzene ratio by mass determined by Lamb et
al. (117). Figure 4-5 shows the distribution of emission indices for benzene, and
Table 4-5 summarizes the emission indices for benzene and total VOC in this
study compared to VOC emission indices determined in other Mexico studies.
Figure 4-5 shows that the emission indices for benzene are normally
distributed. Singer et al. (112) suggests the infrared based remote sensing VOC
measurements shown in Table 4-5 should be multiplied by a factor of two to
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Figure 4-5: Normalized distributions and average emission index for benzene.

account for varying absorption rates of IR radiation of different VOC compared to
propane which was used as the calibration standard. After applying this factor of
two, the emission index for VOC measured in this study was similar to those
found in the 2000 Mexico City (118) and 1995 Monterrey studies. (119) The
current result is substantially lower than that found in the 1991 Mexico City study,
(120) suggesting a decrease of 83% in emission indices (after applying the factor
of two correction). The introduction of catalytic converters in 1991 likely played a
large role in these reductions, with the effect slowly propagating through the fleet
as older cars were gradually replaced. With respect to total emissions,
reductions in emission indices were partially offset by growth in fuel consumption
over this period, such that the corresponding change in the emission inventory
was not expected to be as large.
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Table 4-5: Fuel based emission indices in g/kg from on-road motor vehicle
measured in this study and in remote sensing studies in Mexico.
a
Mean and standard deviation across all individual measurements.
b
A remote sensing study that reports the mean and 95% confidence intervals
across 12 site means. (118)
c
A remote sensing study that reports the mean and standard deviation across
four site means. (119)
d
A remote sensing study that reports the mean and standard deviation across
nine days of sampling at five locations. (120)e Hydrocarbons only. These values
do not include the factor of two correction to account for varying IR absorption by
different VOC species. (112)
MCMA 2003a
MCMA 2000b
Monterrey
MCMA 1991d
1995c
Benzene
VOC

0.60±0.32

--

--

--

32±17

18±3e

12±3e

96±29e

Mexico City’s fleet averaged VOC emission index is considerably higher
than those measured in the United States. In 1997, VOC emission factors of ~3
g/kg were measured in the Caldecott Tunnel. (121) The fleet averaged VOC
emission index determined in this study is larger than the Caldecott study by an
order of magnitude, and the actual discrepancy is likely larger if the US emission
factors have continued their declining trend observed from 1997 to 2003.
The emission inventory for VOC is determined by multiplying the emission
index by the annual fuel sales in the MCMA. Using fuel sale data for 2003 (122)
202,000 ± 4000 tons/year is estimated from this study, compared to the 188,530
tons/year calculated by the Mexican government’s motor vehicle emission
inventory for year 2002. (106) These values are quite similar, although some
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difference is to be expected. Cold-start emissions were not detected in this study
and were therefore not included in the estimates.
This analysis method can also be compared to results from the individual
chases by comparing the estimated emission inventory for benzene. The chase
analysis method estimates 4090 ton/yr benzene released by the automobile fleet.
The fleet averaged analysis method can be used to estimate total emissions of
benzene using 202,000 ton/yr VOC emitted divided by 53.6 VOC/benzene to
predict the release of 3800 ton/yr benzene. These results show excellent
agreement between the two methods of data analysis and suggest that the chase
data can be analyzed in the simpler fleet averaged method.

Benzene to Toluene Ratios
Another important implication of the current study is the difference in the
distribution of benzene and toluene found in vehicle exhaust with that measured
in the ambient air within the MCMA. This is because the ratio of these
compounds is often used as an indicator of the photochemical age of an air
mass. (123, 124) The benzene to toluene ratio can be used to deduce the
photochemical age of an air mass based on the OH reactivity differences for the
two compounds, but requires an accurate knowledge of the starting distribution of
these two components. (125) While the ratio of these two compounds in an
urban environment, like the MCMA, might be expected to be controlled
predominately by vehicular emissions our data suggests that there are other
contributing emission sources that influence the ratio of these compounds. This
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assertion is based on an analysis of all of the valid mobile data in this study,
which indicated the fleet averaged volumetric benzene to toluene ratio was 0.48
while a significantly lower ratio of 0.23 was derived from both PTR-MS and GCFID fixed site urban data contained in Figure 3-5. These results indicated that
the benzene to toluene ratio was higher in vehicle exhaust (examined from a fleet
perspective and not an individual vehicle basis) than that observed in the
ambient urban air. This result seems counterintuitive, since the OH radical
reacts more rapidly with toluene than benzene, (126) because photochemical
processing of vehicle exhaust only serves to further increase the observed
benzene to toluene ratio. The fleet averaged volumetric benzene to toluene ratio
determined from measurements made in cities around the world is 0.54, which is
consistent with the benzene to toluene ratio of 0.48 derived in this study. (127)
The relative amounts of benzene and toluene measured in the exhaust from
gasoline vehicles will be dependent on the overall efficiency of the emission
control system, as catalytic converters are more efficient at removing toluene
than benzene from the exhaust (21-23, 77) and the MCMA vehicle fleet will be
characterized by some distribution of vehicles with and without functioning
emission control systems. The reported volumetric benzene to toluene ratios
range from 0.24 (77) to 0.35 (22) for vehicles operated without catalytic
converters and from 0.66 (77) to 1.31 (22) for vehicles possessing operational
catalytic converters. Our value falls between the no emission control and
emission control ranges and was comparable to that measured in two Mexico
City tunnels (0.42 and 0.35) in 1998 by Mugica et al. (96). Our roadway
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measurements of benzene and toluene are consistent with the results of vehicle
tail pipe emission studies (21-23, 77) as well as the results of a Mexico City
tunnel study. (96) Our data suggests that vehicle emissions alone do not define
the distribution of benzene and toluene in the MCMA urban environment. Large
toluene solvent plumes were routinely encountered during our many drives within
the MCMA and these non-vehicular emission sources of toluene appeared to
have a significant impact on the overall observed distribution of benzene and
toluene in this urban airshed.
It is noted that similar conclusions may be drawn from measurements
made in the US. The average urban US ambient air measurements indicate a
volumetric benzene to toluene ratio of 0.44. (128) These results are higher than
that observed in the MCMA and probably reflect a higher percentage of emission
controlled vehicles in the US than in Mexico City. Tunnel studies conducted in
the US report volumetric benzene to toluene ratios of 0.61 and 0.78. (129)
These tunnel measurements should reflect vehicle fleet averaged emissions and
again suggests that a greater proportion of benzene relative to toluene is present
in vehicle emissions than in urban ambient air. Additional evidence is offered by
two other PTR-MS studies of ambient urban air masses, one in the Netherlands
(0.27) (66) and another off the US coast of New England (0.27) (72), which
provide benzene to toluene ratios that are smaller than what would be anticipated
from any fleet averaged vehicle exhaust profiles from either the US or Europe.
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Urban Plume Mapping Experiment
Each evening that the mobile laboratory was not located at a scheduled
fixed site location within the MCMA it was parked at the CENICA supersite. The
fixed site MID was operated overnight and sporadically detected significant ion
signals at masses 61 and 89. Although mass 61 is commonly assigned to acetic
acid in PTR-MS analyses, when correlated with mass 89 it is assigned to ethyl
acetate with a fragment ion at mass 61, as shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6: PTR-MS mass spectra showing the branching fraction of pure ethyl
acetate.

Although ethyl acetate is not considered a toxic compound, the fact that a
strong point source of a compound that is not emitted by automobiles located
within the MCMA provided the opportunity do demonstrate a real-time urban
mapping experiment. After adding masses 61 and 89 to the high time response
MID used for on-road measurements, the van was driven in concentric circles
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radiating out from the CENICA supersite. The source was quickly located and
the ethyl acetate plume was bisected several times over the course of a 30
minute period. Figure 4-7 shows the resulting map of the plume created using
global positioning system (GPS) data and shaded to show relative ethyl acetate
concentration. The source was determined to be a plastics fabrication plant.
Knowing the plume source location and the local meteorological
conditions, the time resolved ethyl acetate data taken by a stationary PTR-MS
instrument located at CENICA (operated by Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory researchers) was used to estimate the emission flux strength of the
plume source. (78) To calculate the emission rate from the source, the observed
ethyl acetate concentrations were compared to those predicted by a simple
plume model (CALMET and CALPUFF) by researchers at Washington State
University. The meteorological input data were obtained from sonic
anemometer, temperature and relative humidity data that were gathered from the
top of a 10 meter flux tower at the CENICA site. Models of the ethyl acetate
plume predict the ethyl acetate flux strength to be 5.14 mg/m2 s.

Fixed Site Experiments
During selected periods of the MCMA measurement campaign, the mobile
laboratory was operated as a fixed monitoring station at three sites within the
MCMA; La Merced, Santa Ana and Pedregal. As described in chapter three,
canister samples were collected in one hour averaging intervals at the La Merced
and Pedregal sites and in three hour intervals at the Santa Ana site, and later
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Figure 4-7: Map of the ethyl acetate plume mapping experiment. Concentration
is mapped relative to position data from GPS. Higher relative concentrations of
ethyl acetate are shown with colors on the red end of the visible spectrum. The
prevailing winds on this day were west to east.

analyzed by GC-FID by researchers at Washington State University.
Figure 4-8 shows time series plots of C2-benzenes and C3-benzenes
measured by PTR-MS and GC-FID for samples collected at the Pedregal, Santa
Ana and La Merced sites. Good agreement was observed for both compounds
at the urban La Merced and Pedregal sites. The GC-FID mixing ratios were
always within the one standard deviation range of the PTR-MS measurements,
but the agreement was not as good at the rural Santa Ana site. GC-FID C3benzenes concentrations were quite often above the one standard deviation
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range of the PTR-MS concentrations. The poor correlation was most likely the
result of concentrations that were quite low at the rural Santa Ana site.
Diurnal patterns for benzene, toluene (Figure 3-6) and the C2- and C3benzenes (Figure 4-8) at the urban La Merced site reached their highest level
during the morning rush hour. The mixing height in Mexico City grows quickly as
solar heating on the surface begin in the morning hours and drops abruptly
around sunset. (130) De Foy et al. (131) found surface temperature inversions
below 500 meters for most nights of the campaign, and growth of the boundary
layer up to a maximum of 4000 meters during the day. This explains the
increase in concentrations during the morning which reached a maximum around
09:00, prior to the expansion of the mixing layer. Once the mixing layer began to
deepen, the concentrations drop until evening. At La Merced, the morning peak
was very strong and the afternoon VOC peak was barely observable. At
Pedregal the morning and afternoon peaks were of equal magnitude, but overall
concentrations were lower than at the La Merced site by a factor of three. Traffic
counts performed during the MCMA campaign on avenues close to the two sites
indicate that traffic near La Merced stayed busy from 06:00 hours until late in the
evening whereas Pedregal had typical morning and afternoon rush hours.
Santa Ana is a rural site on the edge of the urban area on mountains
slopes surrounded by cactus fields. It is located close to Chalco pass in the SE
part of the basin where a low level jet forms in the afternoon that brings in clean
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Figure 4-8: Times series of C2-benzenes and C3-benzenes measured by PTRMS and GC-FID collected in parallel at La Merced (a, b), Pedregal (c, d) and
Santa Ana sites (e, f). PTR-MS concentrations represent hourly averages. GCFID samples were collected in hourly periods at the La Merced and Pedregal
sites, and 3 hour periods at Santa Ana. The dashed lines indicate ±1 standard
deviation of the PTR-MS results.

air from the Valley of Cuautla. (132) Analysis of this feature in Figure 4-8c during
the MCMA field campaign showed that on April 15, southerly winds blew the
urban plume towards the site, and the jet formed around 16:00 hours. There was
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a small rush hour peak due to local emissions that were quickly diluted, but
concentrations increased again when the urban plume reached the site. The low
level jet brought clean air in the afternoon, and concentrations increased again
when the winds calmed and the mixing layer collapsed around 19:00 hours. This
agrees with the reported three hour transport time from the urban area to the
basin perimeter reported by Raga et al. (133)

MCMA Summary

PTR-MS data acquired during the MCMA measurement campaign has
resulted in five published scholarly papers (134-138) scholarly papers with some
analysis remaining to be finished. The primary reason for this success is the fact
that real-time on-road measurements of speciated VOC had not been
accomplished previously. The PTR-MS sensitivity was high enough to detect
acetaldehyde, MTBE, benzene, toluene, C2-benzenes and C3-benzenes at their
ambient concentrations in the MCMA airshed.
Intercomparisons of PTR-MS, GC-FID and DOAS demonstrated that the
PTR-MS concentrations for benzene and toluene are reliable. It appears as
though the PTR-MS concentration for the C2-benzenes is high, although it is
difficult to estimate how much of this error is attributed to ion signal contribution
from benzaldehyde. Quantification of the mass 57 signal has been shown to be
in good agreement with the sum of the butenes and MTBE from GC-FID.
The PTR-MS has been shown to be an effective and efficient technique
for quantifying selected exhaust emission products from in-use on-road vehicles.
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Reliable high time response measurements like that collected using the mobile
PTR-MS provided information not only into the emissions of individual vehicles
but also allowed assessment of fleet emission averages and distributions. These
measurements captured the wide range of vehicle emission variability caused by
vehicle condition, fuel quality, driving behavior and other parameters that effect
engine emissions. Emission variability is reflected in the frequency distribution of
the on-road emission measurements. Statistical information derived from these
frequency distributions can then be used to assess and validate emission
inventories. Vehicle emissions measured using the PTR-MS technique were
used to estimate fleet averaged emission factors, which were used to estimate
annual emissions of benzene, toluene, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde using
MCMA fuel consumption data. The results indicated that the annual estimates of
benzene, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde emissions may be greater than
previously reported and that their magnitudes are similar or higher than the
corresponding estimated toxic VOC emissions in Los Angeles and other US
cities.
We noted that the distribution of benzene and toluene in vehicle exhaust
(street level air) appears to be higher than the ratio observed in the ambient
atmosphere at the fixed urban sampling sites. This counterintuitive result
indicates that there are significant alternative sources of toluene in the MCMA.
Our vehicle exhaust results were shown to be consistent with that of other
vehicle exhaust emission studies, while our fixed site urban measurements were
corroborated by GC-FID measurements so we did not attribute the variation in
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the benzene to toluene ratios to experimental error. The results of this study
shows that these non-vehicle emission sources of toluene significantly influence
the distribution of benzene and toluene in the urban MCMA environment.
The urban plume mapping experiment demonstrated the ability of a mobile
PTR-MS to locate and map a point source emitter at time responses not
previously accomplished. This capability has potential applications for identifying
factories that are not compliant with environmental emission regulations, locating
methamphetamine labs, or as in the MCMA, identifying previously unknown
sources of VOC that are contributing to air quality problems.
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CHAPTER 5

IN-USE AIRCRAFT EXHAUST ANALYSIS

Introduction

This chapter will discuss a 2003 field campaign using PTR-MS to analyze
advected aircraft plumes at Logan airport in Boston. Exhaust plumes diluted by
ambient air from individual airplanes were measured in idle, taxi, approach, and
take-off as well as engine-start modes. The data were collected under the
guidance of airport staff without interfering with airport operations. Similar to the
MCMA work, the interpretation of the measurements derived by this approach
must tolerate uncertainties in the engine state, ambient conditions and, due to
the large degree of dilution for some species, instrumentation precision. Despite
these limitations, this approach can give critical insight into the ‘real world’
emission profiles for in-use jets.
While the results presented here are based on fewer than 50 total plumes,
they provide important initial perspectives on the emission magnitude and
character of airplane exhaust plumes as detected by PTR-MS. This chapter will
describe the use of PTR-MS, together with other instrumentation to measure
aircraft emission indices for seven hydrocarbon species at Boston Logan airport.
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Experimental

The ARI mobile laboratory was deployed on this field mission shortly after
the MCMA measurement campaign. Sampling advected aircraft exhaust plumes
is similar in nature to sampling on-road automobile exhaust plumes, requiring the
same fast measurement techniques that were used in the MCMA field campaign.
Exhaust pollutant emission ratios were determined relative to above background
CO2 measurements from the same commercial non-dispersive infrared
absorption instrument (Licor 6262) discussed in chapter 2. Formaldehyde and
NO2 measurements were made by ARI researchers with TILDAS instruments
described in chapter 2.
Total reactive nitrogen (NOy) measurements were made using a
commercial instrument from Thermo Electron Corporation by researchers from
MIT. The instrument uses a heated Molybdenum oxide catalyst to convert
various nitrogen oxide species (NO2, HONO, HNO3, PAN, etc.) to nitric oxide
(NO). NO is then detected through its chemiluminescent reaction with ozone
shown in equation 5-1.
NO + O3

NO2 + O2 + h

(5-1)

The instrument response was calibrated against NIST-traceable standard
mixtures of NO (90 ppmv NO in N2) and isopropyl nitrate (10 ppmv isopropyl
nitrate in N2).
PTR-MS measurements were made using the MCMA chase MID
containing 12 mass measurements (0.1 second dwell time) and drift tube
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pressure and temperature measurements described in chapter 2. Compounds
monitored are shown in Table 5.1 with corresponding calibration factors.
Limits of detection were determined as three times the signal to noise ratio from
the background measurements. Limits of detection expressed as an emission
index reported in Table 5-1 were determined using equation 5-2 assuming that
VMRX was the PTR-MS limit of detection and VMRCO2 was a typical plume of
30 ppmv.

EI ( g / kg ) =

VMRX
VMRCO2

MWX
• 3160 (g CO2 / kg fuel)(5-2)
MWCO2

Similar to the MCMA campaign, all measurements were qualified using operator
notes and images captured every other second by the webcam to help determine
the engine states being analyzed.

Table 5-1: Compounds monitored by the PTR-MS, calibration factors and limits
of detection (LD) as operated in this study. Emission Index (EI) limit of detection
is based on a 30 ppmv change in CO2.
Ion (m/z)
SR
XR
LD (ppbv)
LD (EI g/kg)
Methanol
33
0.3
0.38
6.6
0.53
Acetaldehyde 45
0.73
0.6
1.7
0.18
Acetone
59
1.05
0.7
0.9
0.12
Benzene
79
0.51
-0.4
0.9
0.17
Toluene
93
0.72
-0.1
0.8
0.15
C2-benzenes 107
0.80
0.15
1.1
0.29
C3-benzenes 121
0.75
0.25
1.5
0.42

Mass Assignment Summary
Aircraft exhaust composition is different than automobile exhaust,
requiring a different evaluation of mass spectral assignments for the PTR-MS
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response. These mass assignments were made using chemical composition of
aircraft exhaust reported by Spicer et al. as a qualitative guide. (58)
Mass 33 – This ion corresponds to protonated methanol. The only
spectral interference to the detection of methanol was the oxygen-17 isotope of
O2+ that was also detected at mass 33. The contribution of O2+ to the ion
intensity was evaluated during the instrumental background measurement
process. The elevated background at mass 33 due to O2+ resulted in a poor
detection limit for methanol. Methanol was not detected as an exhaust emission
product in this study.
Mass 45 – This ion is attributed to the presence of acetaldehyde, which
was known to be a significant aircraft exhaust emission product. (58) None of
the potential interfering compounds discussed in chapter 3 are expected to be
significant in airplane exhaust. (58) Concentrations were determined from
measured calibration response factors.
Mass 57 – In aircraft exhaust, this ion is expected to reflect the sum of the
three butene isomers and acrolein. Each of these species creates protonated
molecular ions within the PTR-MS instrument. Interferences from the
fragmentation of proton transfer reaction products of higher alkenes (88) were
expected to be negligible. (58) Concentrations were deduced using reaction
kinetics and is shown in Equation 2-4 assuming an average rate constant of 2 x
10-9 (cm3/s) for kc(H3O+) and 0 for kc(H3O+(H2O)). The concentrations determined
should be considered approximate since the fractions of the butene isomers and
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acrolein were not known and their respective reaction rate constants are quite
different.
Mass 59 – Acetone, propanal and glyoxal were all expected to contribute
intensity at this mass. Similar to the MCMA study, the reported concentrations
should be considered a lower limit since quantification was based on the acetone
calibration response factor and glyoxal has a smaller reaction rate constant (1.3 x
10-9 cm3/s) than acetone and propanal. (88)
Mass 61 – This ion is typically attributed to acetic acid (91) and was not
detected in this study. Spicer et al. (58) did not detect any organic acids in
aircraft exhaust so this result is consistent.
Mass 79 – This ion is predominately formed from proton transfer reaction
with benzene. While proton transfer reaction products of higher monosubstituted benzenes such as ethylbenzene and propylbenzene fragment within
the PTR-MS to produce mass 79, their presence compared to that of benzene in
aircraft exhaust was expected to be small. (58) The total intensity measured at
mass 79 is therefore attributed to benzene and was quantified by calibration.
Mass 93 – This ion reflects the presence of toluene, with no known or
expected interferences in this sample matrix. Quantification was performed by
calibration.
Mass 107 – Several compounds contribute to the ion intensity at this
mass, including the three xylene isomers, ethylbenzene and benzaldehyde.
There are indications that aircraft exhaust has a significant amount of
benzaldehyde (58) when compared to automobile exhaust. Concentrations were
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determined using p-xylene as the calibration standard, although uncertainty in
this measurement is large because of uncertainties concerning benzaldehyde’s
response factor in PTR-MS. Warneke et al. (88) report an unusually low
response factor for benzaldehyde in relationship to its calculated reaction rate
constant.
Mass 121 – There are eight C9H12 isomers and several C8H8O isomers
that can contribute intensity to this ion. This ion is referred to as the C3benzenes although quantification of this mass may suffer from significant ion
contributions from the oxygenated species since concentrations are determined
by the calibration response factor for 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene.

Results and Discussion

A time series plot showing several of the species measured in this study is
shown in Figure 5-1. CO2, the internal dilution tracer in the exhaust, is shown in
red on the lowest panel. During the 7-minutes shown in the figure, four distinct
aircraft plumes were observed. The PTR-MS was in an instrument background
mode during the plume observed at 14:06 and will not be discussed. Using the
video record, the plume at 14:04 was determined to be from an idling 737, the
plume at 14:07 was determined to be from take-off, and the plume observed
shortly after 14:08 was identified to originate from a taxiing regional jet.
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Figure 5-1: Time series for multiple species as wind advected plumes were
sampled at Logan Airport. All scales are in ppbv, except for the CO2 data is
ppmv. The figure shows three resolved plumes; a taxiing 737 just before 14:04,
a take-off plume at 14:07 and an idling regional jet at 14:08.

The two idle plumes in Figure 5-1 show increased formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, aromatics and elevated levels of the species at mass 57 and 59
compared to emissions from take-off. This relationship is anticipated based on
the ICAO data bank for unburned hydrocarbons (UHC) for all modern turbine
engines. (139)
Engine emissions are typically reported in terms of an emission index (EI),
which reflects the mass of pollutant emitted per mass of fuel consumed. The EI
is computed from the emission ratios (ER) determined from the slope of analyte
versus CO2 plots. These ER are then converted into equivalent emission indices
using Equation 5-3 where MW x and MW CO2 are the molecular weights of analyte
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X and CO2, respectively and 3160 gCO2/kgfuel is the average emission index of
CO2 assuming 100% efficient combustion of JP-8 fuel.
EI = ER * (MW x / MW

CO2)

* 3160 gCO2/kgfuel

(5-3)

The analysis of all plumes sampled during the study is summarized in
Table 5-2. The number of plumes of each category represents a maximum
number of potentially analyzed plumes. For six plumes the PTR-MS was making
background measurements and were not included in the analysis. Five plumes
were not analyzed for the TILDAS data as the instruments were off-line.
Standard deviations are provided with the median EI values in Table 5-2 to
provide some insight into the observed variability for the result. Much of this
variability is expected to be the result of samples from different types of engines.

Table 5-2: Median emission index values for selected hydrocarbon and NOx.
a
An insufficient number of plumes of this nature were sampled to calculate a
meaningful standard deviation within the sample. The variability of EI in this
category was qualitatively similar to that observed in the take-off plumes.
LD
Idle
Taxiway
Approacha
Take-off
(g/kg)
Acceleration
Plumes
13
10
6
15
Species
Median ± 1
Median ± 1
Median
Median ±
(g/kg)
(g/kg)
(g/kg)
1
(g/kg)
HCHO
0.1
1.1 ± 0.4
0.7 ± 0.2
0.2
0.04 ± 0.2
Acetaldehyde
0.2
0.4 ±0.3
0.3 ± 0.8
0.09
0.12 ± 0.3
Mass 57
0.4
0.5 ± 0.4
0.4 ± 0.4
-0.4
-0.004 ±
0.8
Mass 59
0.1
0.2 ± 0.4
0.21 ± 0.5
0.3
0.04 ± 0.4
Benzene
0.1
0.3 ± 0.3
0.22 ± 0.6
0.1
0.05 ± 0.1
Toluene
0.1
0.2 ± 0.3
0.18 ± 0.5
0.2
0 ± 0.4
C2-benzenes
0.2
0.4 ± 0.7
0.15 ± 0.5
0.2
0.1 ± 0.3
C3-benzenes
0.3
0.3 ± 0.6
0±1
0.1
0.08 ± 0.8
NOx
0.03
2 ± 1.9
10 ± 9
13
19 ± 9
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The overall trends in Table 5-2 are presented in Figure 5-2 below. The
aircraft exhaust resulting from engine idle and taxiway acceleration generally
contains greater concentrations of hydrocarbons than the exhaust during landing
and take-off.
In order to compare the hydrocarbon EI measured by PTR-MS to that of
the ICAO databank, the EI values measured in this study must be put on an
equivalent basis. The ICAO UHC emissions data is tabulated as g CH4 per kg
fuel. The median EI values in Table 5-2 were converted to equivalent carbon
methane and summed to provide an emission index of 2.9 g/kg fuel for the idle
plumes. The 25th and 75th percentile of the ICAO UCH emissions data is 3.8-5.1
g of methane per kg fuel. Comparison to the ICAO UHC data suggests that 5075% of the total methane equivalent hydrocarbons were detected and speciated
in this study. The European Environment Agency’s EMEP COMAIRE program
can be used as a comparison of what fraction of the total hydrocarbons should
have been observed by the PTR-MS in this study. (140) The EMEP COMAIRE
data represent emissions from an entire landing/take-off cycle and are averaged
over all commercial aircraft in use in Europe. Assuming that the emissions at idle
dominate the nature of the speciated hydrocarbon emissions, the hydrocarbons
measured in this work indicates that approximately 40% of the total hydrocarbon
emissions in methane equivalent should be observed. Considering all
assumptions made in this comparison, the qualitative agreement between these
approaches is encouraging.
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Figure 5-2: The median values of the emission index for each of idle, taxi,
approach and take-off are plotted for selected hydrocarbons and total NOx. The
whiskers on each NOx activity and on the hydrocarbon idle results represent the
25th and 75th quartiles. The black open bars are a visual representation of the
detection limit.

Spicer et al. (58) measured a wide variety of individual hydrocarbons in
the exhaust of two types of jet engines by collecting canister samples for off-line
analysis by various GC techniques while the engines were running at ground idle
(7%), 30% and 80% of rated thrust. In order to compare the results of this study
to the work of Spicer et al., the variability between engines measured in this
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study must be addressed. While the magnitude of the hydrocarbon emission
index is observed to be very different from one engine to the next, the relative
abundances of specific hydrocarbons appear to have less variability. Using the
formaldehyde emission index to normalize the hydrocarbon emission magnitudes
allows for a direct comparison to the results of Spicer et al. (58). Formaldehyde
was chosen because of its relatively high concentration in the aircraft exhaust
and great sensitivity that it was measured. Results from this normalization are
presented in Table 5-3. The median value for the formaldehyde emission index
in this work compares very favorably to the Spicer et al. result for the CFM-56
engine.

Table 5-3: Comparison of formaldehyde normalized hydrocarbon emission
indices for idle plumes in this study with that of Spicer et al. (58).
Spicer et al. (58)
Species/HCHO
Current Study
CFM-56 engine
Various
engines
g per g HCHO
g per g HCHO
Acetaldehyde/HCHO
0.35
0.26
(Acrolein + Butene) /HCHO
0.36
0.25
(Acetone + Propanal + Glyoxal) /HCHO
0.24
0.09
Benzene/HCHO
0.14
0.11
Toluene/HCHO
0.05
0.06
C2-benzenes/HCHO
0.09
0.09

The comparison of specific hydrocarbon emission indices relative to that
of formaldehyde shows good qualitative agreement. In order to compare the
PTR-MS ion masses that represent multiple compounds to the GC-FID results in
Table 5-3, some species have been summed.
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Conclusions

The PTR-MS was successfully used for the first time to characterize the
speciated hydrocarbon emissions of in-use commercial aircraft. The overall
trends observed in this study are consistent with that presented in the literature,
although improved sensitivity would allow future work to gain a more detailed
look at hydrocarbon emissions. The general trends observed indicate
decreasing hydrocarbon emissions with increasing NOx emissions and increasing
engine thrust. At elevated temperatures, such as those inside the engine during
take-off, the combustion is more complete, minimizing the hydrocarbon
emissions. At the same time, more of the atmospheric molecular nitrogen is
converted to NO by the Zeldovich-Lavoie mechanism. (141, 142)
Comparison of results from this study with ICAO databank values shows
good agreement despite the small sample size and unknown engine types.
Future studies employing these measurement methods will require knowledge of
the specific engine types being analyzed in order to make direct comparisons to
the tabulated quantities in the ICAO more meaningful.
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CHAPTER 6

STATIONARY AIRCRAFT ENGINE EMISSION STUDIES

Introduction

Research programs have recently focused on understanding particle and
air toxic emissions from airports in order to determine their potential impact on
local and regional air quality. Speciated hydrocarbon analysis of jet engine
exhaust has rarely been studied, (57-59) and had never been analyzed in realtime. This chapter will present speciated hydrocarbon measurements made by
PTR-MS on a stationary aircraft engine operated at various engine states and
with various fuels during the 2004 Aircraft Particle Emissions Experiment (APEX)
measurement campaign.
In contrast to the Logan Airport experiment discussed in chapter 5, the
APEX measurement campaign offered stable emissions from a known type of
engine under well defined operating conditions. Fewer compounds were
monitored in the Logan study where high time resolution and low limits of
detection were required to make meaningful measurements in the highly diluted
plumes sampled. Relaxed time resolution requirements in the APEX study
allowed for the analysis of many more species by PTR-MS. With more species
being analyzed than the previous campaigns discussed in this dissertation, much
of the focus of this experiment was to carefully evaluate the observed PTR-MS
measurements and assign neutral species to the low concentration ions
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detected. The majority of the VOC reported by Spicer et al. to be present in
aircraft exhaust were detected by the PTR-MS in this study. (58)

Experimental

A NASA DC-8 was selected to be studied in this experiment because of its
CFM56-2C1 engines are operationally similar to those used by many commercial
aircraft. The fuels used during the study were: a typical JP-8 fuel which
contained 17.5% aromatics, a high aromatic fuel containing 21.8% aromatics,
and a high sulfur fuel created by spiking JP-8 fuel with tertiary butyl disulfide
provide a sulfur content of 1600 ppm. Sample probes were positioned at 1, 10,
and 30 meters downstream of an engine with 3/4” OD stainless steel sample
lines running approximated 100 feet to the mobile laboratory. The sample gas
was diluted at a ratio or 10:1 with dry nitrogen at the tip of the 1 and 10 meter
probes to reduce condensation of water and secondary aerosol particles prior to
analysis. No dilution was required for samples from the 30 meter probe due to
ambient mixing. Prior to sampling by the PTR-MS instrument the sample was
passed through a 20 micron Teflon filter to eliminate particulate matter.

PTR-MS Operation
The PTR-MS instrumental setup was similar to those used in the MCMA
and Logan experiments except for the masses analyzed. In this study, a
selected set of 32 ions were monitored for 0.2 seconds per mass, along with the
drift tube pressure and temperature. The total cycle time was approximately 8
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seconds. The masses analyzed included two reagent ions (H3O+ and H3O+H2O),
two diagnostic ions (NO+ and O2+), and 28 sample ions. It is noted that the
heated platinum catalyst was ineffective at providing VOC free air for background
measurements at times due to high sulfur content in the fuel. In these
circumstances, background concentrations were determined from the periodic N2
zero air purges through the ARI mobile laboratory sampling line. All masses
reported in this study are reported as the difference between the sample and
background concentrations.
Concentration of hydrocarbon emission species were determined either by
calibration (eq. 2-5) or calculated from reaction kinetics (eq. 2-4). For species
calculated using the derived reaction kinetics equation, reaction rate constants
were taken from the compilation of Zhao and Zhang (98) or estimated and are
reported in Table 6-1. Branching fractions and calibration response factors are
also provided in Table 6-1.
The 0.2 second dwell time per mass provides improved limits of detection
when compared to mobile measurements made in the MCMA and the Logan
airport study. Limits of detection were typically on the order of 0.3 - 1.2 ppbv,
although the masses with persistent instrumental backgrounds have larger limits
of detection, including methanol (2.8 ppbv), propene (3.4 ppbv), acetaldehyde
(2.7 ppbv) and acetic acid (3.4 ppbv).
Formaldehyde measurements were made with the same TILDAS
instrument described in chapter 2. CO2 measurements of up to 4000 ppmv were
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Table 6-1: Compounds monitored within the engine exhaust, with proton transfer
reaction products and relative abundance, the ion used for quantification, and
calibration factors used in this study.
a
Determined in this study, ambient temperature and 1.9 mbar drift tube pressure.
b
Determined at 2.4 mbar drift tube pressure by Warneke et al. (88)
c
Anticipated product distribution.
d
Determined by Christian et al. (71)
e
Reaction rate coefficients are taken from Zhao et al. (98)
f
Estimated reaction rate coefficient used in quantification.
XR
K
Compound
Ions formed
Ion quantified
SR
(mL/s)e
(abundance)
(branching
x 109
fraction)
Methanol
Propene
Acetaldehyde
Butenes
Acrolein
Acetone
Propanal
Glyoxal
Acetic Acid
1-Pentene
Butanal
Methylglyoxal
Benzene
1-Hexene

Toluene
Phenol
1-heptene

Styrene
o,m,p-xylene
Ethylbenzene
Benzaldehyde
C3-benzenes
Propylbenzene

a

33 (100%)
41 (31%), 43
(69%)
a
45 (100%)
b
57 (100%)
c
57 (100%)
a
43 (3%), 59 (97%)
b
59 (100%)
c
59 (100%)
a
43 (48%), 61
(52%)
a
41 (13%), 43
(53%), 71 (34%)
b
55 (57%), 73
(43%)
c
73 (100%)
a
79 (100%)
a
41 (13%), 43
(50%), 57 (13%), 85
(24%)
a
93 (100%)
d
95 (100%)
a
41 (6%), 57
(92%),
99 (2%)
a
105 (100%)
a
107 (100%)
a

a

79 (30%%), 107
(70%)
b
107 (100%)
a

121 (100%)
79 (70%), 121
(30%)

a

33 (calibration)
43 (0.69)

0.3
-

0.38
-

2.33
1.58

45 (calibration)
57 (1.0)
57 (1.0)
59 (calibration)
59 (acetone cal)
59 (acetone cal)
61 (0.52)

0.73
1.05
1.15
0.47
-

0.6
0.7
0.7
0.7
-

3.36
1.73
3.35
3.00
3.44
1.34
2.27

71 (0.34)

-

-

1.87

73 (1.0)

-

-

3.49

73 (1.0)
79 (calibration)
85 (0.24)

0.51
-

-0.4
-

1.97
2.02

93 (toluene)
95 (1.0)
99 (0.02)

0.70
-

-0.1
-

2.12
2.52
2.14

105 (1.0)
107 (p-xylene
cal)
107 (p-xylene
cal)
107 (p-xylene
cal)
121 (1,2,4-TMB)
121 (1,2,4-TMB)

0.75

0.15

2.33
2.27

-

-

2.25

-

-

4.12

0.70

0.25

2.4
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Table 6-1 Continued.
Naphthalene
C4-benzenes

c

129 (100%)
135 and 79
(isomer dependent)
c
Methylnaphthalenes
143 (100%)
c
C5-benzenes
149 and 79
(isomer dependent)
Dimethylnaphthalenes c 157 (100%)
b,c

129 (1.0
135 (1.0)

-

-

2.59
2.5

143 (1.0)
149 (1.0)

-

-

2.71
2.6

157 (1.0)

-

-

2.9

made with the same Licor-6262 instrument described in chapter 2. A
commercially available Licor-820 non-dispersive IR absorption instrument was
used for CO2 measurements between 4,000 and 20,000 ppmv. The TILDAS and
Licor instruments each operated with a 1 second time response.

Results

Figure 6-1 shows a time series plot of the emission profiles of CO2,
formaldehyde and benzene observed from the 1 meter probe as the engine was
stepped down from near 100% rated thrust to 4% rated thrust.
The extent of dilution with dry N2 at the tip of the probe is reflected in the
CO2 concentration at the top of Figure 6-1. Undiluted aircraft exhaust varies from
about 2% CO2 at ground idle to 4.5% CO2 at 100% thrust. The shaded areas
indicate times where the engine operation was stable. Both benzene and
formaldehyde show very low concentrations at engine states greater than 15%
rated thrust. Powering down from 15% rated thrust indicates a rapid increase in
benzene and formaldehyde emissions. This large increase in hydrocarbon
emissions at reduced engine power is consistent with that observed in the Logan
study as well as others. (58, 59)
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Figure 6-1: Time series showing CO2, HCHO and C6H6 concentrations
measured using the 1 meter sampling probe as a function of engine power
setting. The extent of dilution occurring in the probe tip is reflected by the CO2
concentration. Black dots indicate the engine power setting as a percentage of
the rated thrust or fuel flow and the shaded regions indicate the time periods of
stable engine operation. The gray squares represent the averaged analyte
concentration for each time period. Gaps in the C6H6 data are time periods
during which the instrument background was determined.

Figure 6-2 shows emission index values calculated by equation 5-3 for
benzene and acetaldehyde at power settings of 4% and 7% rated engine thrust
over the course of the measurement campaign. Both of these low power settings
are referred to as idle conditions with 7% rated thrust defined by ICAO as idle for
engine certification tests and 4% rated thrust referred to as ground idle. Figure
6-2 includes reported emission indices for 4% rated thrust reported by Spicer et
al. (58) for comparison to the current values.
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Figure 6-2: Summary of benzene and formaldehyde emission indices
determined under idle power conditions and a scatter plot of the benzene
emission indices versus the formaldehyde emission indices. Note that the slope
of the plot is equal to the ratio of the benzene and formaldehyde emission indices
reported by Spicer et al. (58)

While the emission indices reported by Spicer et al. fall within the range of
those determined in the present study, the large variability observed in the
current experiment is surprising. Neither the benzene or formaldehyde
measurements were near their detection limits suggesting the large variability in
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emission indices reflects real changes in HC emissions from the engine. Figure
6-3 shows formaldehyde emission ratios versus ambient temperature, illustrating
a strong correlation observed between ambient temperature and HC emissions
from the engine.

Figure 6-3: Effect of ambient temperature on formaldehyde emission ratio for
three engine powers. All fuel types and downstream sampling distances are
included. For a given engine power, lower ambient temperatures resulted in
lower HCHO emissions.

It is thought that increased ambient temperatures result in increased
combustion temperatures within the engine, increasing combustion efficiency and
lowering HC emissions. Figure 6-2 shows a plot of benzene emission indices
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versus the formaldehyde emission indices, displaying a strong linear relationship
and indicating that the temperature dependence on the benzene emission is
similar to that of HCHO. The slope of this plot is equal to the ratio of benzene EI
to formaldehyde EI determined by Spicer et al., (58) showing good agreement
between the studies. We note that this not restricted to benzene as EI plots of
other HC species versus formaldehyde are shown in Figure 6-4, demonstrating
the linear relationship for different functional groups including an alcohol
(methanol), an aldehyde (acetaldehyde), an aromatic alkene (styrene) and a
polynuclear aromatic (naphthalene). These linear relationships suggest that all
HC emissions scale together regardless of fuel composition or engine power
setting.
Normalizing the emission data relative to that of formaldehyde provides a
convenient way to remove the ambient temperature effects on the data and
allows us to investigate the relative distribution of the different hydrocarbon
emissions products present in the exhaust. Table 6-2 summarizes the ratios of
the compounds measured by PTR-MS to formaldehyde determined from the
slopes of plots similar to those shown in Figure 6-4 for data collected at 4% and
7% rated thrust at the 1 meter probe. Measurements from the 10 meter and 30
meter probes were not included due to crosswinds causing the exhaust plume to
be periodically swept away from the probe. The PTR-MS time resolution of 8
seconds was insufficient to reliably measure these variations. The correlation
coefficients (r2) from the plots are included in Table 6-2 to indicate the degree of
linear correlation observed by the two measurements.
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Figure 6-4: Representative plots of selected HC emission indices versus the
formaldehyde emission indices at idle thrust measured on the 1 meter sample
probe: a) methanol, b) acetaldehyde, c) styrene and d) naphthalene. The slopes
of the lines and the correlation coefficients (r2) are determined using linear least
square analysis.
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Mass Spectral Assignments
Spicer et al. identified 57 different organic compounds as emission
products of aircraft engines. Of these, 45 were expected to be ionized and
detected by the PTR-MS. Many of these compounds do not provide unique ion
signatures and are not distinguishable on the basis of mass alone.
Interpretations of the PTR-MS data in this study was shaped heavily by detailed
qualitative data taken from the works of Spicer et al. (58), Slemr et al. (56, 57)
and Anderson et al. (59). Each of the compounds identified in Table 6-3 is
critically evaluated in terms of which neutral species contribute to the intensity of
the ion signal.
Methanol - Proton transfer to methanol results only in the formation of the
molecular ion at mass 33. It is the only VOC known to react in the PTR-MS to
form an ion at this mass, and its presence in aircraft exhaust can be deduced
directly from the mass spectrum. The contribution of the oxygen-17 isotope of
O2+ is evaluated during the instrumental background measurement which leads
to an elevated detection limit for methanol. There are no other spectral
interferences known. This was the first study to identify methanol as a significant
component in aircraft exhaust.
Propene – Proton transfer to propene produces two product ions, the
molecular ion contributes approximately 69% of the ion signal at mass 43, and a
fragment ion is detected at mass 41. It is not possible to confirm the presence of
propene in the exhaust stream solely on the presence of ion intensity at mass 43
as other known exhaust components such as acetone, acetic acid, the pentenes,
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Table 6-2: Comparison of PTR-MS measurements with that of Spicer et al. (58)
for the CFM-56 engine at idle.
a
Based on ER of formaldehyde of 5.72 x 10-4 (mole HCHO / mole CO2) from
Spicer et al. (58)
b
Calculated based on the PTR-MS detection limit and a typical CO2 = 2000
ppmv.
c
Na – no data available.
d
NR – not reported
%
EIxa
LDb
Neutrals
ERx/ERHCH ERx/ERHCHO
Spicer et
Deviation
g/kg
g/kg
O
al. (58)
PTR-MS
Slope (r2)
Methanol
0.17 (0.97)
Na
Na
0.22 0.003
Propene
0.31 (0.97)
0.26
19
0.53
0.01
Acetaldehyde
0.18 (0.97)
0.24
-22
0.33
0.01
Butenes + acrolein
Acetone + propanal +
glyoxal
Acetic acid
Pentenes
Butanal + methylglyoxal
Benzene
Hexenes
Toluene
Phenol
Heptenes
Styrene
C2-benzenes +
benzaldehyde
C3-benzenes
Naphthalene
C4-benzenes
Methylnaphthalenes

0.18 (0.98)
0.076
(0.94)
0.038
(0.64)
0.28 (0.98)
0.032
(0.95)
0.060
(0.94)
0.13 (0.98)
0.023
(0.93)
0.024
(0.88)
0.62 (0.89)
0.0070
(0.95)
0.027
(0.95)
0.022
(0.92)
0.0038
(0.92)
0.010
(0.95)
0.0019
(0.88)

0.19
0.122

-7
-26

0.41
0.18

0.002
0.004

Na

Na

0.09

0.01

0.056
0.065

401
-51

NR
0.093

0.004

0.053

15

0.19

0.004

0.021
0.017

527
34

NR
0.086

0.002

0.005

374

0.093

0.003

0.011
0.0073

5540
-3

NR
0.030

0.001

0.025

7

0.12

0.002

Na

Na

0.11

0.002

0.01

-63

0.020

0.001

0.0038

162

0.055

0.001

0.0078

-76

0.011

0.001
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Table 6-2 Continued.
C5-benzenes
Dimethylnaphthalenes

0.0041
(0.86)
0.0007
(0.81)

0.0035

17

0.025

0.002

Na

Na

0.004

0.001

the hexenes and the larger alkanes also contribute intensity to this ion. The total
intensity measured at mass 43 (Itot) reflects the sum of the contributions from
each of the different compounds. The relative contribution from each component
can be expressed as the normalized emission ratio weighted by the reaction rate
constant and the branching fraction by Equation 6-1.
tot
I 43

( ER x / ER HCHO ) BF43x k cx

(6-1)

ERx and ERHCHO represent the respective emission ratios of component X and
HCHO, BF represents the branching fraction of the ion signal detected at mass
for component X and kc is the reaction rate constant for component X. The
fraction of the signal attributable to propene is equal to Ipropene/Itot which can be
evaluated using the normalized emission ratios reported for the alkenes by
Spicer et al. (58) and acetic acid by the PTR-MS in Table 6-2 along with the
branching fractions and reaction rate constants in Table 6-1. While the alkane
contribution is expected to be small because of low molar concentrations, their
contribution was included but could only be estimated. Spicer et al. data shows
the sum of the >C7 alkanes yields a normalized emission ratio of 0.037 (58) and
Jobson et al. provide a reaction rate constant of 1 x 10-9 mL/s and a branching
fraction of 0.23. (101) The resulting contributions from each species to the ion
signal were 68% propene, 10% acetic acid, 14% pentenes, 6% hexenes, and 2%
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alkanes. Quantifying the mass 43 signal as if it came entirely from propene
provides a normalized emission ratio of 0.45. Since only 68% of the total comes
from propene, the reported propene emission ratio is 0.31, which is 19% higher
than the result reported by Spicer et al. (58) This measurement has a large
amount of uncertainty due to the need to estimate and adjust for the spectral
contributions from other species.
Acetaldehyde – Proton transfer to acetaldehyde produces only protonated
acetaldehyde (m/z 45). Acetaldehyde is known to be a significant aircraft
emission product and the majority of the ion intensity is attributed to this
compound. There are no known hydrocarbon constituents of aircraft exhaust
that are expected to interfere with the measurement of acetaldehyde, but CO2
does produce a weak response in the PTR-MS (143). The magnitude of the CO2
interference has been determined to be 1 pptV acetaldehyde equivalent per
ppmv of CO2 and this factor was used to compensate for the CO2 interference.
The acetaldehyde concentrations were derived from calibrated response factors.
The acetaldehyde measurements made in this study are in excellent agreement
with that previously reported by Spicer et al. (58)
Butenes and acrolein – The isomeric butenes and acrolein are both
expected to form molecular ions and be detected at mass 57 and thus can not be
separately quantified by PTR-MS. Higher molecular weight alkenes are also
known to produce fragment ions at m/z 57 and these components might
contribute an additional 20% to the measured concentration. The relative
contributions of these two substances in the exhaust are thought to be similar
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(144), butenes (45%) and acrolein (55%) and a weighted average rate constant
of 2.6x10-9 (0.45 * 1.75 x 10-9 + 0.55 * 3.35 x 10-9) was used to quantify the sum
of these two components. The normalized emission ratio measurement made
here is low (-20%) but still in good agreement with that of Spicer et al. (58)
Possible explanations for the value being low is fragmentation of the butenes or a
lower than expected contribution from acrolein. Even though the protonated
butenes were not observed to fragment at 2.4 mbar (145) some fragmentation
might be expected at the lower drift tube pressure (1.9 mbar) employed in this
study. Given all of the uncertainties in this measurement discussed above the
sum of the contributions of these two components is consistent with that reported
previously by Spicer et al. (58)
Acetone, propanal and glyoxal – Three known aircraft emission
components contribute to the ion intensity monitored at mass 59. There were no
known mass spectral interferences from other substances and the greatest error
in quantifying was related to the uncertainty in the value of the response factor.
The signal at mass 59 was quantified using a weighted average response factor
of 0.71. The calibration factors reported in Table 6-1 for propanal and glyoxal
were estimated by scaling the calibrated acetone response factor by the ratio of
the reaction rate constants (for example the response factor for glyoxal was (1.34
/ 3.00) * 1.05 = 0.47). The relative proportions of acetone (0.125), propanal
(0.25) and glyoxal (0.625) were taken from Spicer et al. The normalized
emission ratio reported was low (-26%) but still in reasonable agreement with
that derived from Spicer et al. for these compounds.
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Acetic Acid – The ion detected at mass 61 was attributed to protonated
acetic acid. This assertion was based on molecular weight and a persistent ion
signal that was slow to clean up when the instrument was purged with clean
nitrogen. The sluggish time response indicated a highly polar compound and
eliminated other isobaric compounds such as methylformate and methoxyethane.
Glycolaldehyde could not be eliminated and may be a constituent of aircraft
exhaust. The signal at mass 61 was quantified assuming 60% of acetic acid is
detected as the molecular ion. The correlation between the acetic acid signal
and that of formaldehyde was not as high as it was for the all of the other
compounds studied. The apparent nonlinear behavior at low concentrations was
attributed to sampling problems associated with this compound. Acetic acid had
not been previously detected in aircraft exhaust and this study indicated that it is
present in significant amounts.
Pentenes – Proton transfer to 1-pentene results in a significant amount of
fragmentation at 1.9 mbar with only 34% of the product being detected at the
molecular ion, mass 71. It was assumed that the other pentene isomers
fragment to a similar extent since Warneke et al. (146) observed similar
branching fractions for all of the pentene isomers. The ion at mass 71 is not a
unique indicator of the presence of pentene in the exhaust as higher molecular
weight alkanes and alkenes will also contribute some ion intensity. Spanel and
Smith (147) report that O2+ reactions with large alkanes yields fragment ions at
mass 71, although O2+ levels in the PTR-MS are generally small, on the order of
few percent, so it was assumed that these reactions do not interfere. Proton
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transfer to C8-C10 alkenes has also been reported to produce fragment ions at
mass 71. (148) The expected contribution from these higher molecular weight
components was considered to be small and the signal at mass 71 was
quantified assuming all of the ion intensity arose from proton transfer reactions to
the various pentenes. This assumption appears to be in error as the measured
normalized emission ratio determined here for the pentenes is almost a factor of
four larger than that derived from Spicer et al. (58) It appears that some
unknown component(s) were most likely contributing additional ion intensity at
this mass. This result was not inconsistent with the study by Spicer et al. where
it was observed that only about 70% of the total hydrocarbon emissions could be
identified. Unsaturated 4 carbon aldehydes and ketones are potential interfering
compounds that produce ion signal at mass 71. Deriving the pentene
concentration from the ion intensity at mass 71 is not considered to be reliable in
the present study and no value is reported for the emission index of this
compound in Table 6-2.
Butanal and methylglyoxal – There were two previously reported emission
components that were expected to react via proton transfer to form ions at mass
73. Methylglyoxal was expected to only form the molecular ion, while butanal
was known to fragment at 2.4 mbar with only 43% of its ion intensity being
detected at mass 73. It was uncertain to what extent it would fragment under the
conditions of the present experiment. A reaction rate constant of 2 x 10-9 mL/s
was assumed for the quantification of the sum of these two compounds since the
reaction rate constant for methylglyoxal was not known. The normalized
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emission ratio determined for these compounds was low (-23%) relative to that
reported by Spicer et al. (58) The reasonably close agreement between these
two measurements may be circumstantial and at best the measurement
determined in this study was viewed as an estimate since the rate constant for
methylglyoxal was not known and the fragmentation of butanal was not
accounted for.
Benzene – Proton transfer to benzene forms only the molecular ion that is
detected at mass 79. Benzene was expected to be the most dominant aromatic
component in aircraft exhaust and virtually all of the ion intensity detected at
mass 79 was attributed to benzene. Spectral interference from the fragmentation
of ethyl and propylbenzene was not expected to affect this measurement based
on their relatively low concentrations in the exhaust matrix. Benzene was
quantified using calibrated response factors and the normalized emission ratio
measurement reported for benzene is in excellent agreement with that of Spicer
et al. (58)
1-hexene – Proton transfer to 1-hexene produced a variety of ionic
products with only 24% of ion intensity being detected at the molecular ion, mass
85. This mass was not unique and there are higher molecular weight alkanes
and alkenes that contribute intensity to this mass. Initially it was assumed that
the contributions of these interfering compounds were insignificant and the ion
intensity detected at mass 85 was quantified as if was derived solely from 1hexene. The resulting normalized emission ratio was approximately six times
larger than that reported by Spicer et al., and may reflect the presence of
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previously unidentified emission components. Unsaturated five carbon carbonyl
compounds are plausible exhaust components that would contribute intensity to
this ion mass. The PTR-MS measurement of 1-hexene in this study was not
considered to be reliable and an emission index for this compound was not
reported.
Toluene – Proton transfer to toluene produces only the molecular ion.
There are no other identified compounds in the exhaust matrix that interfere with
the measurement of toluene. Toluene was quantified using calibrated response
factors and the normalized emission ratio determined in this study was slightly
(20%) higher but still in good agreement with that derived from Spicer et al. (58).
The toluene to benzene ratio observed in this study for the CFM-56 engine of
0.37 can be compared to 0.33 (low sulfur fuel) and 0.28 (high sulfur fuel)
observed for the Rolls Royce engine at idle studied by Anderson et al. (59). It is
noted however that the strong dependence of the emission index on fuel sulfur
level reported by Anderson et al. was not observed in this study.
Phenol – Proton transfer to phenol is expected to produce only the
molecular ion, mass 95. Phenol was previously identified as an aircraft emission
product by Spicer et al. (58). There were only a few compounds that could
potentially interfere with the measurement of phenol. Vinyl furan and
dimethyldisulfide represent potential interferences but there is no evidence that
they are present in aircraft exhaust. The normalized emission ratio determined in
this study for phenol is approximately five times larger than that reported by
Spicer et al. (58). Christian et al. (71) measured phenol using both PTR-MS and
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FTIR methods and observed good agreement between the two methods.
Sampling losses in canister samples caused by the polarity and low volatility of
phenol appears to be the most likely reason for the discrepancy.
1-heptene – Proton transfer to 1-heptene produces only a small amount
(2%) of the molecular ion at mass 99. As a result, this ion mass is not a good
indicator of the presence of this component in exhaust. Additionally,
contributions to the mass 99 ion intensity are likely from the proton transfer
reaction products of the higher alkane and alkene components in the exhaust.
The PTR-MS measurement of 1-heptene is not considered to be reliable and the
emission index for this compound is not reported.
Styrene – Proton transfer to styrene produces only the molecular ion at
mass 105. Styrene had been previously identified as an aircraft exhaust
emission product and there were no other significant emission components
expected to interfere with the measurement. Peroxy isobutyryl nitrate is detected
at mass 105 by PTR-MS (91) but previous studies have shown that this species
is present at very small concentrations. (59) The normalized emission ratio
determined for styrene appears to be in excellent agreement with that of Spicer
et al. (58).
C2-benzenes and benzaldehyde – The xylene isomers, ethylbenzene and
benzaldehyde all form molecular ions at mass 107. Similar to the MCMA and
Logan studies, the ion signal was quantified using the calibration factor of pxylene and is considered a good estimate of the true concentration. The
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normalized emission ratio for this collection of compounds is 7% higher than that
reported by Spicer et al. (58).
C3, C4 and C5-benzenes – These designations represent the sum of all
the compounds that have the same molecular weight as the parent hydrocarbon.
For example, C3-benzenes refer to the C9H12 isomers and the isobaric
oxygenated isomers C8H8O. Quantification of these groups were performed
assuming a single sensitivity factor or reaction rate constant adequately reflected
the reactivity of all the compounds in the group. Comparison with previous
studies was limited because these components were typically not resolved and
identified during gas chromatographic analysis. (58, 59)
Naphthalene and substituted naphthalenes – Proton transfer to the
naphthalenes formed only the molecular ions. These compounds were
previously reported as exhaust emission components and there were no known
interfering compounds expected to be present. The normalized emission ratios
determined in this study for naphthalene and the methylnaphthalenes were
factors of two and three lower respectively, compared to those reported by Spicer
et al. (58). This discrepancy was likely the result of sample line loss caused by
the low volatility of these compounds, and the measurements were quite small.

Conclusion

PTR-MS used for the rapid analysis of aircraft turbine engine exhaust
provided good sensitivity for many compounds. HC emission indices normalized
to formaldehyde provided linear plots that were independent of engine power
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setting and fuel composition. Ambient temperature was shown to be the most
important factor in determining the magnitude of the emission indices of VOC.
Good agreement between our results and Spicer et al. was observed for many of
the compounds quantified in this experiment. Nine compounds, including
methanol, acetaldehyde, acetic acid, benzene, toluene, phenol, styrene,
naphthalene and the methylnaphthalenes were identified as components in
engine exhaust that are free from interferences when measured by PTR-MS.
Methanol and acetic acid were identified for the first time as aircraft exhaust
emission products.
The presence of air toxic acrolein in commercial aircraft exhaust has
raised considerable concern recently. Future work will focus on developing a
different analysis approach to resolve the acrolein content from that of the butene
isomers.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The research presented in this dissertation has demonstrated the ability of
PTR-MS to make fast measurements in a complex sample matrix under difficult
sampling conditions, with accurate quantification supported by thorough
investigations into the PTR-MS response. In order to make fast measurements a
new sample inlet system was required with a decreased sample residence time.
Operating at a response time of two seconds limits the number of compounds
that can be monitored at reasonable quantitative reliability to between 10 and 15.
Quantification of ion intensities from complex sample mixtures can be
accomplished given a thorough knowledge of the compounds present in the
sample and how they are detected by PTR-MS. An example from this study is
the accurate quantification of benzene from the m/z 79 ion intensity despite the
fact that ethylbenzene and propylbenzene both fragment and contribute to the
ion signal.
PTR-MS successfully determined fleet averaged emission factors which
can be used in models to estimate the total VOC emissions within the Mexico
City Metropolitan Area. The urban mapping experiment of an ethyl acetate
plume demonstrates an ability of the high time-response mobile laboratory that
wasn’t previously available at ground level. Potential applications of this
technique include identifying industrial sites that are not in compliance with
emission standards, locating VOC point sources that were previously not
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identified, locating active methamphetamine production by detecting common
solvents used in the process, and mapping of many other types of plumes to
monitor chemical changes as air masses age.
Following a successful MCMA field campaign where the PTR-MS
capabilities were demonstrated, there has been a high demand for the PTR-MS
for a number of similar applications. Two aircraft studies were presented in this
dissertation, although more aircraft emission studies have been completed
recently that have not been fully analyzed.
Advected aircraft emission plume detection was demonstrated by the
Logan field campaign. Analyses are being done to provide improved emission
indices for estimating the impact of airports on local air quality. Results from the
APEX campaign showed that VOC emission composition is independent of
engine power setting and fuel composition. If other aircraft engines demonstrate
this property then detailed emission indices can be determined for all VOC
compounds by monitoring a single representative compound.
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This macro is an IGOR procedure that was written for subtracting the
background concentration from the raw PTR-MS data, while also performing the
time offset for time synchronization with the CO2 data. The function
PTR_DoConcAndBConcToSingleConc(lag) is executed with lag referring to the
time offset to apply to the PTR-MS data in seconds. The functions that follow
(PTR_DoBackGroundSubtraction, PTR_RawBackW2Points,
PTR_Background2FullDataLen) are functions called upon by the original
function.

Function PTR_DoConcAndBConcToSingleConc(lag)
Variable lag
Wave dateW = root:dateW
Wave timeW = root:timeW
Wave bdate = root:bdate
Wave btime = root:btime
Duplicate/O dateW, newdatetime_w
Duplicate/O bdate, newbdatetime_w
newbdatetime_w = bdate + btime
newbdatetime_w = newbdatetime_w + lag
newdatetime_w = dateW + timeW
newdatetime_w = newdatetime_w + lag
String list = WaveList( "conc*_w", ";", "" )// if this changes, see the
strsearch below and adjust!!!
String timeName4List = "datetime_w"
String blist = WaveList( "bconc*_w", ";", "" )
String timeName4Blist = "bdatetime_w"
String FinalName, ThisMass
//list = list + "myass"
printf "Begining Conc and Bconc to Single Concentration\r conc: %s\r
bconc:%s\r", list, blist
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String bname, thisConc
Variable retVal
Variable idex = 0, count = ItemsInLIst( list )
if( count == 0 )
print "No concxx_w waves found. Aborting"
return -1
endif
Wave/Z time_w = $timeName4List
Wave/Z btime_w = $timeName4BList
if( WaveExists( time_w ) + WaveExists( btime_w ) != 2 )
printf "TimeWave reference error %s and or %s not refd\rAborting",
timeName4List, timeName4BList
return -1
endif
do
thisConc = StringFromList( idex, list )
Wave/Z m_w = $thisConc
sprintf bname, "b%s", thisConc
Wave/Z b_w = $bname
if( WaveExists( b_w ) & WaveExists( m_w ) )
// then for this pull we have both a legitimate background and
concentration wave reference
printf "%s and %s referenced, proceeding...\r", thisConc,
bname
// the time wave are time_w and btime_w
// the signale waves are m_w and b_w
ThisMass = thisConc[ strlen( "conc"), strsearch( thisConc,
"_", 0)
sprintf FinalName, "ConcMass%s_sw", ThisMass
//print FinalName
retVal = PTR_DoBackGroundSubtraction( time_w, m_w,
btime_w, b_w, FinalName,lag )
else
printf "Failed to reference waves %s and or %s\rSkipping\r",
thisConc, bname
endif
idex += 1
while( idex < count )
End

Function PTR_DoBackGroundSubtraction( time_w, m_w, btime_w, b_w,
destName,lag )
Wave time_w, m_w
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Wave btime_w, b_w
String destName
Variable lag

PTR_RawBackW2Points( btime_w, b_w )
String new_t = "new_time_" + NameOfWave( b_w )
String new_b = "new_bk_" + NameOfWave( b_w )
String new_s = "new_std_" + NameOfWave( b_w )
Wave/Z new_btw = $new_t
Wave/Z new_bw = $new_b
Wave/Z new_sw = $new_s
if( WaveExists( new_btw) + WaveExists( new_bw ) + WaveExists(
new_sw ) !=
print "Something has gone horribly wrong between
DoBackgroundSubtraction and RawBackW2Points"
printf "%s and %s didn't come back with conventional new_*
waves\r", NameOfWave( btime_w), NameOfWave( b_w )
return -1
endif
PTR_Background2FullDataLen( time_w, m_w, new_btw, new_bw,
destName,lag, btime_w )
String dataName = destName + "_sw"
String bkName = destName + "_bkw"
Wave/Z clean_odat = $dataName
Wave/Z clean_bkdat = $bkName
KillWaves/Z clean_odat, clean_bkdat, new_btw, new_bw, new_sw
End

Function PTR_RawBackW2Points( tw, bw )
Wave tw, bw
// the time wave is given as tw // the back ground wave to be converted is given as bw Variable background_jump_limit = MinTimeGapBetweenBKandMeas;
// This function will make a pair of waves named
String new_t = "new_time_" + NameOfWave( bw )
String new_b = "new_bk_" + NameOfWave( bw )
String new_s = "new_std_" + NameOfWave( bw )
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Make/D/N=0/O $new_t, $new_b, $new_s, PTR_Times_Temp_fxken
// This zeros these two background waves
Wave new_tw = $new_t
Wave new_bw = $new_b
Wave new_sw = $new_s
// rereference; ALWAYS!
Variable idex = 0, count = numpnts( tw ), bcount = numpnts( bw ), atime
if( count != bcount )
printf "%s and %s don't have same points\r", NameOfWave( bw ),
NameOfWave( tw )
return -1
endif
if( count > 0 )
atime = tw[0];
idex = 1;
AppendVal( PTR_Times_Temp_fxken, atime )
do
if( (tw[idex] - atime ) > background_jump_limit )
AppendVal( PTR_Times_Temp_fxken, atime )
AppendVal( PTR_Times_Temp_fxken, tw[idex] )
endif
atime = tw[idex]
idex += 1
while( idex < count )
atime = tw[ numpnts( tw ) ]
AppendVal( PTR_Times_Temp_fxken, atime )
endif
Variable begin_bk, end_bk, begin_dex, end_dex
idex = 0; count = numpnts( PTR_Times_Temp_fxken )
if( count > 0 )
do
begin_bk = PTR_Times_Temp_fxken[idex]
end_bk = PTR_Times_Temp_fxken[ idex + 1]
begin_Dex = BinarySearch( tw, begin_bk )
end_dex = BinarySearch( tw, end_bk )
WaveStats/R=[ begin_dex, end_dex ]/Q bw
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AppendVal( new_bw, v_avg )
AppendVal( new_tw, (end_bk + begin_bk)/2 )
AppendVal( new_sw, v_sdev )
idex += 2
while( idex < count )
endif
//KillWaves/Z PTR_Times_Temp_fxken
End

Function PTR_Background2FullDataLen( data_time, data_conc, bk_time,
bk_conc, destName,lag, original_bk_times )
Wave data_time
Wave data_conc
Wave bk_time
Wave bk_conc
String destName
Variable lag
Wave original_bk_times
// THe purpose of this function is to create a scaled wave from data_time
and data_conc
// and
// also create a like wave from bk_time and bk_conc
//
// and also we ought to go ahead and do the mask
// We will make a scaled wave for both
// Step One: Make and Scale the data wave
Variable time_step = UseThisTimeBase // one second
Variable begin_time = data_time[0]
Variable end_time = data_time[ numpnts( data_time ) ]
Variable pnts = Ceil((end_time - begin_time)/time_step)
// Ceil rounds up if there is a remainder
String dataName = destName + "_sw"
String bkName = destName + "_bkw"
String concName = destName
Make/N=(pnts)/O/D $dataName
Wave/D dat_w = $dataName
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SetScale/P x, begin_time, time_step, "dat", dat_w
dat_w = interp( x-lag, data_time, data_conc )
Duplicate/O dat_w, tempPTRNanMask
tempPTRNanMask = 1
Variable idex = 0, count = numpnts(original_bk_times)
Variable backgroundIndex
do
backgroundIndex = x2pnt( tempPTRNanMask,
original_bk_times[idex] )
// for mobile data use -20 to +20
// for fixed site data use -3 to + 6
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 20] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 19] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 18] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 17] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 16] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 15] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 14] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 13] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 12] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 11] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 10] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 9] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 8] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 7] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 6] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 5] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 4] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 3 ] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 2 ] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex - 1 ] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex ] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 1] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 2] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 3] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 4] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 5] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 6] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 7] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 8] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 9] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 10] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 11] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 12] = Nan
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tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 13] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 14] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 15] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 16] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 17] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 18] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 19] = Nan
tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 20] = Nan
//tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 21] = Nan
//tempPTRNanMask[ backgroundIndex + 22] = Nan
idex += 1
while( idex < count )
dat_w = dat_w * tempPTRNanMask
Duplicate/O dat_w, $bkName
Wave/D bk_w = $bkName

bk_w = interp( x-lag, bk_time, bk_conc )
Duplicate/O dat_w, $concName
Wave/D conc_w = $concName
conc_w = dat_w - bk_w
End

